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INTRODUCTION 
One of t h e  most important  func t ions  of an information c e n t e r  i s  t h a t  of 
keeping a b r e a s t  of l i t e r a t u r e  i n  the a r e a  of i n t e r e s t .  The staff of t h e  
Radia t ion  Sh ie ld ing  Information Center makes a continuous e f f o r t  t o  survey  
t h e  l i t e r a t u r e  t o  s e l e c t  t h a t  which may be of i n t e r e s t  t o  t h e  s h i e l d i n g  
community. 
gene ra l  l i t e r a t u r e  s i n c e  indexing schemes would be q u i t e  d i f f e r e n t  and 
t h e  useful l i f e  of a code i s  comparatively s h o r t .  
of t he  gene ra l  l i t e r a t u r e  are published separa te ly .*  
L i t e r a t u r e  d e s c r i b i n g  computer codes i s  kept  s epa ra t e  from t h e  
Thus, t h e  b ib l iog raph ies  
This  b ib l iography covers  l i t e r a t u r e  which d e s c r i b e s  not  only s h i e l d i n g  
computer codes, bu t  nuc lea r  codes i n  a f r i n g e  a r e a  of sh i e ld ing ,  and some 
miscel laneous information which might be of gene ra l  i n t e r e s t .  Thus t h i s  
l i t e r a t u r e  may be u s e f u l  even though t h e  codes which are descr ibed  may n o t  
be considered s u i t a b l e ,  o r  may not  be a v a i l a b l e ,  f o r  t he  codes c o l l e c t i o n .  
The r e p o r t s  a r e  grouped according t o  t h e  o r i g i n a t i n g  i n s t a l l a t i o n s ,  
wi th  t h e  r e p o r t  number l i s t e d  i n  a l p h a b e t i c a l  and/or numerical  o rde r .  
has  been no a t tempt  t o  c l a s s i f y  or  ca t egor i ze  t h e  r e p o r t s ,  o the r  than  t o  
i n d i c a t e  t h e  computer f o r  which a code was w r i t t e n  and t h e  programming 
language i n  which it was w r i t t e n ,  a l though t h i s  may be done i n  t h e  f u t u r e .  
There 
RSIC c o l l e c t s  and main ta ins  a f i l e  of documents f o r  i t s  own use and 
does not  perform t h e  s e r v i c e  of a documentation c e n t e r .  I n  genera l ,  t h e  
l i t e r a t u r e  s e l e c t e d  f o r  t h i s  bibl iography may be obtained elsewhere.  A n  
except ion  made t o  t h i s  p o l i c y  i s  t h a t  documentation i s  included i n  t h e  
code packages d i s t r i b u t e d  by t h e  Center.  
The RSIC staff r e q u e s t s  t h a t  t h e  u s e r s  of t h i s  b ib l iography c a l l  t o  t h e  
a t t e n t i o n  of t h e  staff any l i t e r a t u r e  which has  no t  been covered i n  t h i s  
issue and t h a t  RSIC be included i n  t h e  e x t e r n a l  d i s t r i b u t i o n  of l i t e r a t u r e  
d e s c r i b i n g  computer codes o r i g i n a t i n g  a t  t h e i r  i n s t a l l a t i o n s .  
*D. K. Trubey, S .  K.  Penny, and M. B. E m m e t t ,  Bibliography, Subjec t  
Index, and Author Index of the  L i t e r a t u r e  Examined by t h e  Radia t ion  
Sh ie ld ing  Information Center ,  ORNL-RSIC-5 (December 1964); and R.  G. 
A l s m i l l e r ,  Jr. ,  F.  S.  A l smi l l e r ,  and J. Gurney, Bibliography, Subjec t  
Index, and Author Index of t h e  L i t e r a t u r e  Examined by t h e  Radia t ion  
S h i e l d i n g  Information Center (Space and Accelera tor  Shie ld ing) ,  ORNL- 
RSIC-11 (January 1966). 
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C O D E S  R E P O R T  C O L L E C T I O N  
I COMPLETE INVENTORY 
AS OF 
J U L Y t  1966 
I AAEC - A L S T R A L I A N  ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION 
I LUCAS H E I G H T S  
I St THERLAND 9 Ne S e  We p AUSTRAL1 A 
AAEC/E- I I4 I 9 6 3  MULGA 
MULGA - A COMPLEX OF CODES FOR THE DETERMINATION OF 
MULTIGROUP AVERAGED NEUTRCN CROSS SECT ION c m  
BY B o  E o  C L A N C Y t  G. DOHERTY, Ao K E A N E t  Eo KLETZMAYR 
AND J o  Po POLLARD 
I B M - 1 6 2 0  AND -7090 
AAEC/E 126 AUGUST 1964 PEAS 
PEAS - A RESONANCE ABSORPTION PROGRAMME 
BY J o  Pe POLLARD 
R P / T N 8 2  A P R I L  1965 OS N 
FORTRAN DSN 
FORTRAN I V  FOR I B M - 7 0 4 0 ,  -7044 
BY Be  CLANCY, Ao  SCOTT, AND Me STEPS 
AE - AKTIEBOLAGET ATOMENERGI 
STOCKHOLM SWEDEN 
!E-C! JULY 1959 NT 
MONTE C A R L O  CALCULATIONS OF NEUTRON THERMALIZAT I O N  
I N  A HETEROGENEOUS SYSTEM 
BY Te HOSBERG 
AE- I 4  JULY 1959 GARL I C  
A S H I E L D I N G  PROGRAM FOR GAMMA R A D I A T I O N  FROM L I N E -  AND 
C Y L I  NDER-SOURCES 
BY MATTS R O O S  
2 
AE-35  JUNE 1960 MND 
THE MULTIGROUP NEUTRON D I F F U S I O N  EQUATIONS/ I SPACE OIMEN- 
SION 
BY SVEN L I N D E  
A f -  I45 JUNE 196C NRN 
A USERS MANUAL FOR THE NRN S H I E L D  DESIGN METHOD 
FERRANTI  MERCURY COMPUTER 
BY Lo HJ4RNE 
AE-FFA-673-RFN-213 OCTOBER 1965 NRN 
A P R E L I M I N A R Y  USERS MANUAL FOR THE NRN S H I E L D  DESIGN 
METHOD I N  FORTRAN I V  LANGUAGE 
B Y  KJ: NYMAN, K: LINDBLOY;  KJs OlSSONt K.= YbLENt E *  AALTQ. 
AN0 Go OLSSON 
FORTRAN I V  FOR I B M  7044 AND 7090 
AECL - SEE CRRP 
AEEW - UK-AEA-WINFRITH 
DORCHESTERt DORSETt  ENGLAND 
AEEW-M 261 AUGUST 1962 RASH 0 
RASH D - A MERCURY PROGRAMME FOR NEUTRON S H I E L D I N G  CAL-  
CULA T I O N S  
BY Do Eo BENOALL 
AEEW-M 304 A P R I L  1963 E R I C  I 
ERIC 1 9  4 FORTRAN PROGRAMME FOR C A L C U L A T I N G  RESONANCE 
INTEGRALS*  AND SOME EXAMPLES OF I T S  USE 
BY M R S o  H o  M o  SUMNER 
AEEW-M 318 A P R I L  I 9 6 3  
P I  XSE 
BY J o  Do HACDOUGALL 
P I X S E  
AEEW-M 347 J U L Y  1964 CHECK 
CHECK - AN I B M  7030 52 (FORTRAN)  PROGRAMME FOR CHECKING THE 
SELF-CONSI STENCY OF NEUTRON CROSS-SECTION DATA I N  THE 
UKAEA NUCLEAR DATA L I B R A R Y  
BY Lo Wo B L O T 1  AND K O  PARKER 
3 
- AEEW-M 4 4 4  A P R I L  1 9 6 1  
A MERCURY PROGRAMME FOR TRANSFORMING DATA CN THE ANGULAR 
D I S T R I B U T I O N  OF E L A S T I C A L L Y  SCATTERED NEUTRONS T O  ONE 
STANDARD FORM 
BY Do C o  K I N G  
AEEH-M 4 4 9  AUGUST 1 9 6 4  P I P 2  
THE PROGRAMME P I  P2 FOR L A T T I C E  C E L L  THERMAL CALCULATIONS 
BY A o  J o  CLAYTON 
AEEW-M 458 FEBRUARY I 9 6 5  GMS I 
A GENERAL1 ZED MULTIGROUP SYSTEM OF CALCULATIONS U S I N G  THE 
I B M - 7 C 3 0 ( S T R E T C H )  COMPUTER 
FORTRAN FOR I B M - 7 0 3 0  
BY C o  Po GRATTON AND P o  Eo S M I T H  
AEEW-M-467 (MF)  AUGUST 1 9 6 4  F L  IC I 
THE F L I C I  CONVERSION CODE 
FORTRAN I 1  FOR I B M  7 0 9 0  
BY J. C. BASHER 
AEEW-M-469 (MF)  OCTOBER 1 9 6 4  P R I Z E  
A PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING C O L L I S I O N  P R O B A B I L I T I E S  I N  
R-2 GEOMETRY 
FORTRAN I 1  FOR I B M  7090 
BY Ho He W o  PITCHER 
AEEW-M-477 (MF)  NOVEMBER I 9 6 4  F L  I R T  
EXTENSIONS TO THE COMPUTER CODE F L I R T  
BY Ho E o  WRIGHLEY AND Mo Eo Ro VEALE 
AEEW-M 517 MARCH 1 9 6 5  ML BW 
A M U L T I - L E V E L  BREIT-WIGNER COMPUTER PROGRAMME 
FORTRAN I 1  FOR I B M - 7 0 9 0  
BY K o  GREGSON, Mo Fo JAMES, AND Dm S o  NORTCN 
AEEW-R 45 OCTOBER 1 9 6 0  CHES 
A MONTE CARLO PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING H I G H  ENERGY SPECTRA II 
C Y L I N D R I C A L  GEOMETRY ON THE I B M  7 0 9  COMPUTER 
BY S o  FR4NCESCON 
AEEW-R 250 JANUARY 1963 THULE 
A P R E L I M I N A R Y  D E S C R I P T I O N  OF THULE 
BY Do C o  L E S L I E  AND Mo J o  TERRY 
AEEW-R 253 A P R I L  1 9 6 3  THES €US 
A ONE GROUP C O L L I S I O N  P R O B A B I L I T Y  ROUTINE FOR ANNULAR 
SYSTEMS 
BY A o  JONSSON 
4 
AEEW-R 273 M A Y  1 9 6 3  
THE WINFRI  TH DSN PROGRAMME 
FORTRAN 
BY S o  FRANCESCON 
WDSN 
AEEW-R 3 2 3  A P R I L  1 9 6 4  E R I C - 2  
ERIC 2, a FORTRAN PROGRAM T O  CALCULATE RESONANCE INTE- 
GRALS AND FROM THEM E F F E C T I V E  CAPTURE AND F I S S I O N  CROSS- 
SECT I O N S  
BY HELEN M o  SUMNER 
AEEW-R 3 7 0  M A Y  1 9 5 4  
THE C A L C U L A T I O N  OF CELL-AVERAGED D I F F U S I O N  C O E F F I C I E N T S  
BY S o  FRANCESCON AND I o  Co PULL  
AEEW-R 379 AUGUST 1964 GALAXY 3 
A USERS GUIDE TO GALAXY 3 
BY V o  Jo B E L L ,  Lo We BLOTT, W. Me Me KERRv KO PARKER, 
FORTRAN I 1  FOR I B M  7090 
I o  C o  PULL,  Ro Do WADE, AND Do V. Jo W I L L I A M S  
AEEW-R 3 9 0  AUGUST I 9 6 4  PERS €US 
ARIADNE 
CERBERUS 
THE I B M  7090 PROGRAMMES PERSEUS, ARIADNE, AND CERBERUS 
BY C o  GREENE 
FORTRAN I 1  
ZAOOC A €E W- R- 42 5 A P R I L  1 9 6 5  
A TWO GROUP, TWO D I M E N S I  ONAL F U E L  MANAGEMENT PROGRAMME 
FOR I B M  7090 OR STRETCH 
BY Fo R o  A L L E N  
FORTRAN I 1  , 1BH 7090 
DP-REPORT-309 (MF 1 JANUARY 1965 HEL 10s 
A ZERO-DIMENSIONAL H U L T I  -GROUP BURN-UP PROGRAMME 
(DRAGON PROJECT REPORT) 
I B M  7C90 
BY Jo SCHLOESSER 
AEG - ALLGEMEINE E L E K T R I C I T A T S  - GESELLS 
KERNENERGIEANLAGEN 
HOCHHAL S , GERMANY 
AEG-KEA I16  OCTOBER 19 
(ORNL-TR-610)  
A MULTIGROUP ATTENUATION CODE FOR 
FORTRAN FOR I B M - 7 0 9 0  








AERE - UK-AEA-HARkELL 
BERKSHIRE, ENGLAND I 
AERE-R 2882 PARCH 1 9 5 9  G A S H  
A PROGRAMME FOR CALCULATING THE GAMMA R A Y  FLUX THROUGH 
A MULTILAYER S H I E L D  
ALTOCODE FOR FERRANTI  MERCURY COMPUTER 
BY D o  E o  BENDALL 
AERE-R 3C82 OCTOBER 1959 S HARN 
A COMPUTER PROGRAMME FOR DETERMINING THE D I S T R I B U T I O N  OF 
PENETRATING NEUTRONS I N  REACTOR S H I E L D S  
FERRANTI  MERCURY COMPUTER 
BY Do E o  BENDALL 
AERE-R 3216 FEBRUARY I 9 6 0  RASH B 
METHODS OF CALCULATION FOR USE I N  THE DESIGN OF S H I E L D S  
FOR POWER REACTORS 
FERRANTI  MERCURY COMPUTER 
BY Ao  Fo AVERY, Do Eo  BENDALL, J o  BUTLER, AND K o  T e  S P I N N E Y  
AERE-R 4553 AUGUST 1964 S P EC I F  I C  
S P E C I F I C ,  A MONTE CARLO PROGRAMME FOR H I G H  ENERGY NEUTRON 
SPECTRUM E S T I M A T I O N  
FORTRAN FOR I B P  7030 
BY M a  Po KUFFLE 
AGN - AEROJET-GENERAL NUCLEONICS 
SAN RAMON, C A L I F O R N I A  
AGN-TM- 3 9 2  JUNE 1 9 6 1  2 OXY 
1kO DIMENSIONAL,  CARTES1 AN COORDINATE SN TRANSPORT 
BY J o  BENGSTON, S I  T o  PERKINS, l e  Wo SHEHEEN, AND 
Do W o  THOMPSON 
FLOC0 11 F O R  I B M  7090, 7 0 9 ,  AND 7 0 4  
CACC ULA T I  ON 
AGN-TM-407 A P R I L  1 9 6 5  AGN-GAM 
AGN-GAM AN I B P - 7 0 9 0  CODE TO CALCULATE SPECTRA AN0 M U L T I -  
GROUP CONSTANTS 
FORTRAN F O R  I B W - 7 0 9 0  
BY 1, Po N I L C O X  AND S. To PERKINS 
6 
AGN-TP-44 J U L Y  1963 R I S C  
R A D I O L O G I C A L  I N H A L A T I O N  SAFETY COO€ 
BY G o  He ANNO, Po JO D U B O I S t  T o  Po W I L C O X t  AN0 
J o  K o  WITTHAUS 
FORTRAN FOR I B V - 7 0 9 0  OR -7094 
A I  - ATOMICS I N T E R N A T I O N A L  
CANOGA P 4 R K v  C A L I F O R N I A  
(SEE ALSO NAA)  
A 1-CONF-642-8 JUNE 1964 C U R I E  
OOSE 
T HUN OERH E A 0  
AN IMPROVED METHOD OF DOSE C A L C U L A T I O N  FROM AIRBORNE 
F I S S I O N  PRODUCTS 
FORTRAN FOR IBM-7094 
B Y  NORMAN Ao H A R R I S  
AI-MEMO 64-67 A P R I L  1 9 6 4  T A P E R  I 1  
A F I S S I O N  PRODUCT CODE 
FORTRAN FOR I B M  709/7090 
B Y  JOANNE S o  TEMPLE AND Re Ae B L A I N E  
AI-MEMO 64-1 02 MAY 1 9 5 4  
A PERTURBATION THEORY CODE 
I B M  7 t 9 0  
BY He Po F L A T T  
PERT 
AI-MEMO 64-1 85 AUGUST 1 9 6 2  BAH 
A CODE TO COMPUTE THERMAL GROUP CONSTANTS 
B Y  R o  A. B L A I N E ,  Vo E. ANDERSON, AND B o  Fo MASKEWITZ 
AI-MEMO 64-261 DECEMBER I 9 6 4  8AM I V  
BAM I V  
EXTENSION AND CONVERSION OF THE BAM COOE T O  FORTRAN I V  
FORTRAN I V  FOR IBN-7094 
B Y  R o  Ao B L A I N E  
AI-MEMO-92CI 9 REV. I A P R I L  1 9 6 4  - 
ABSTRACTS OF A V A I L A B L E  COOES AT ATOMICS I N T E R N A T I O N A L  
BY R e  A.  B L A I N E  
7 
AML - D A V I D  TAYLOR MODEL B A S I N  
DEPARTMENT OF THE NAVY, A P P L I E D  MATH. LAB. 
WASHINGTONS De C o  
AML- I 03 M A Y  1950 
MULTIGROUP TRANSPORT CODE RDR-5 
BY CHARLES DAMSON 
ROR-5 
AMRL - AEROSPACE MEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES I 
A I R  FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND 
WRIGHT-PATTERSON A I R  FORCE BASE, OHIO 
AMRL-TOR-64-1 I FEBRUARY I 9 6 4  CARS 
COMPUTER A N A L Y S I S  OF R A D I A T I O N  S H I E L D I N G  
BY LOREN P I T T M A N  AND Ro €0 FORTNEY 
I 
i ANL - ARGONNE N A T I O N A L  LABORATORY 
I 
LEMONTI ILLINOIS 
A N L - 5 8 5 9  JUNE 1 9 5 9  RE-34  
R E - 3 4 r  AN I B M - 7 0 4  REACTOR S H I E L D I N G  PROGRAM 
BY M o  K o  BUTLER AND J o  M o  COOK 
ANL - 7 C 2  3 MARCH 1965 
THE ARGONNE-REV1 SED THERMOS CODE 
BY 6. J o  TOPPEL AND I ,  BAKSYS 




ARL TECH0 RPTo 
SEE XDC 
SEE UNC 
ASAE - AMERICAN-STANDARD ATOMIC ENERGY DIVISION 
MOUNTAIN VIEW, C A L I F O R N I A  
ASAE-34 DECEMBER I 9 5 9  R BU 
RBU - C A L C U L A T I O N  OF REACTOR H I S T O R Y  I N C L U D I N G  T H E  
D E T A I L S  OF I S O T O P I C  CONCENTRATION, PART I T H E  METHOO 
BY E o  Jo LESHAN? Jo Ro BURR, Ro MORRISON, M o  TEMME, 
Go To  THOMPSON, AND J. Ro T R I P L E T T  
IBM 7C9 
A T L  - ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES 
MOUNTAIN VIEW, C A L I F O R N I A  
ATL-A- I  C I  SEPTEMBER 1959 R BU 
RBU - A COMBINED MONTE CARLO REACTOR BURNUP PROGRAM 
FOR THE I6M 7 0 9  
BY E o  J o  LESHAN, J o  Ro BURR, Ro MORRISON, No TENME? 
Go To  THOMPSON? AND J o  Ro T R I P L E T 1  
AWRE - UK-AEA-ACDERMASTON 
BERKSHIRE, ENGLAND 
AWRE 0-1/61 AUGUST 1961 CANDY 
MACHINE PRODUCTION OF GROUP CROSS-SECTIONS FOR U S E  I N  
CARLSCN SN AND OTHER MULTIGROUP NEUTRONICS CALCULATIONS 
CN HIGH SPEED COMPUTER 
E D I T E D  B Y  K o  PARKER 
9 
AWRE 0-12163 SEPTEMBER 1963 S T R A I N T  
SOLUTION OF THE ONE DIMENSIONAL MULTIGROUP STATIONARY 
NEUTRON TRANSPORT EQUATION ON THE I B M  7030 ( S T R E T C H )  
CO MP UTE R 
E D I T E D  B Y  R o  Do WADE 
AHRE 0-66/63 A P R I L  1964 TURTLE 
SOLUTION OF THE TWO-DIMENSIONAL A X I A L L Y  SYMMETRIC M U L T I -  
GROUP STATIONARY NEUTRON TRANSPORT EQUATION ON THE I B M  
7C30 (STRETCH) COMPUTER 
BY M o  Po SAWARD AND R o  Do WADE 
AWRE 0-97 /6& MARCH 1965 INPUT 
THE C A L C U L A T I O N  OF GROUP AVERAGED NEUTRON CROSS SECTIONS-  
GALAXY 3 F A C I L I T I E S  
A V A I L A B L E  I N  S2tFORTRAN) LANGUAGE FOR THE I B M - 7 0 3 0  
(STRETCH) COMPUTER 
BY Wo M o  M o  KERRt Ko PARKER, AND Do V o  J o  W I L L I A M S  
BNL - BROOKHAVEN N A T I O N A L  LABORATORY 
UPTON9 NEW YORK 
B N L - 8 7 1  I (MF 1 DECEMBER I 9 6 4  STRENGTH 
A PROGRAM FOR STRENGTH FUNCTION A N A L Y S I S  
FORTRAN FOR I B M  7094 
BY R o  E o  C H R I E N  
BNWL - BATTELLE NORTHWEST LABORATORY 
R ICHLAND t HA SHI  NG TON 
(SEE A L S O  HWI 
BNWL-3 DECEMBER I 9 6 4  H I S H C  
A MONTE C A R L O  STUDY OF HOMOGENEOUS PLUTONIUM AND URANIUM 
M I  XTURE S 
FORTRAN 11 FOR I B M - 7 0 9 0  
BY L O  Lo CARTER AND Co R. R ITCHEY 
BNWL-35 MARCH 1965 GAMTEC I 1  
A CODE FOR GENERATING CONSISTENT MULTIGROUP CONSTANTS 
L T I L I Z E D  I N  D I F F U S I O N  AND TRANSPORT THEORY CALCULATIONS 
FORTRAN I 1  FOR I B M - 7 0 9 0  
BY Lo Lo CARTER9 Co  Ro R I C H E Y t  AND C o  Eo HUGHEY 
BRL - B A L L 1  S T I C  RE SEARCH LABORATORIES 
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MARYLAND 
BRL- I 223  OCTOBER 1 9 6 3  GRAT IS 
G R A T I S  - A MONTE CARLO COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING 
TRANSMISSION INFORMATI  ON FOR SECONDARY GAMMA R A D I A T  I O N  
BRLE SC COMPUTER 
BY ALFRED J o  BUOKA 
CANEL - PRATT AND W I T N E Y  A i h C R A F T  
MIDDLETOWNI CONNECTICUT 
CAN EL-T IM-792  DECEMBER I 9 6 3  DS N 
USE OF DSN CODE FOR NEUTRON S H I E L D I N G  CALCULATIONS 
FLOC0 11 
BY A o  Ro LARSONo 
SCARF CANEL-T IM-799  JANUARY 1 9 6 4  
SCARF - A NEUTRON SCATTERING CODE FOR SNAP T Y P E  RADIATORS 
BY W o  GRANTER 
FORTRAN I 1 0  
CAN EL-T IM-806 FEBRUARY I 9 6 4  LUX, GAD, STEM 
NEAT 
MONTE CARLO DATA PREPARATION CODES 
FORTRAN 63 FOR CDC I 6 0 4  
BY E o  E o  K I N N E Y  
CANEL-TIM-807 J U L Y  1965 MOP 
THE REACTOR WEIGHT O P T I M I Z A T I O N  PARAMETIC CODE 
FORTRAN 63 , CDC-I 604 
BY R e  Wo F I S H  AND Ro Eo K I L L E N  
CAN EL-T IM-829 NOVEMBER I 9 6 4  STERN0 
A TWO-01 ME N S I  ONAC t G AMMA-HEAT1 NG CODE 
FORTRAN 63  FOR C D C - I 6 0 4  
BY C o  E o  KELLER 
CAN EL-T I M - 9 4 1  J U L Y  1965 
MONTE CARLO CODES, FMC-N AND FMC-G 
BY E o  E o  K I N N E Y  
FORTRAN 63 FOR CDC 1604 
FMC 
CAN EL-T I M - 9 5 1  AUGUST 1965 AX-TNT 
A CODE FOR THE I N V E S T I G A T I O N  OF REACTOR EXCURSIONS 
AND B L A S T  kAVES F R O M  A SPHERICAL CHARGE 
FORTRAN 63 
BY C o  Jo ANDERSON 
P WA C- 45 2 AUGUST 1965 T DC 
THE TDC CODE 
R, E, LAWRENCE 
FLOC0 X I  FOR I B M - 7 0 9 0  
BY W o  J o  FADER9 Ro J o  RODGERS9 Fo Re MYNATTI AN0 
I 
CEA - COMMISSARIAT A L-ENERGIE 
I SACLAY 9 FRANCE 
CEA-R26 14 I 9 6 5  NU I N 1  
THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF NEUTRON I N T E R A C T I O N  
BY JEAN MORET-BAILLYt  Fo PENET, AND Jo Co S P I N E C L I  
FORTRAN9 F A P  FOR I B M  7 0 9 4  
CEA-R-2747  (MF) FEBRUARY I 9 6 5  A L C I  
S P E C I F I C 4 T I O N S  FOR A MULTI-GROUP SCATTERING COO€ OF 
TWO D I M E N S I O N S  A L C I  
BY JEAN-PAUL BAYARD, ANDRE G U I L L O U T  BERNARD L A G 0 9  
MARIE-JOSEPHE BUREAU DU COLOMBIER, G I N E T T E  GUILLOU, 
AND CHANTAL VASSEUR 
CONVAIR-  A D I V I S I O N  OF GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPOR4T I O N  
FORT kORTH9 TEXAS 
(SEE A L S O  F Z K  AND NARF) 
MR- E- 24  C DECEMBER I958 0-34 
l e  GROUP - 3 REGION REACTCR E V A L U A T I O N  ( I B M  704 PRO- 
CEDURE 034) 
BY M o  K o  H t L L I F t G S  AND Go Po OWEN 
1 2  
CRRP - ATOMIC ENERGY O f  CANADA L I M I T E D  ( S E E  AECL)  
CHALK R I V E R ,  ONTARIO, CANADA 
NEREM, GAY, CRRP-I I 2 7  (AECL- I  678) DECEMBER I962 
CNEUT 
BENDIX G-2C COCPUTER PROGRAMS FOR USE I N  REPCTOR S H I E L D  
DE S I G N  
BY A o  G o  FOWLER 
CRRP- I I S I  J U L Y  1 9 6 3  XENOSC 
( A E C L - 1 8 0 3 )  
A G - 2 C  PROGRAM FOR STUDYING XENON S P A T I A L  O S C I L L A T I O N S  AND 
APPL I C A  T I  ON TO CANDU 
BY R o  M o  FEARCE AFiD R o  € 0  ROT9 
CVNA - C A R O L I N A S  V I R G I N I A  NUCLEAR POWER ASSOCIATES, I N C o  
COLUMBIA, S o  Co 
CVNA-146 - 1-11 OCTOBER I962 NDC 
NOC - A FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR U N I T  C E L L  NUCLEAR D E S I G N  
CALCULATIONS FOR ROD-CLUSTERED PRESSURE-TUBE L A T T  ICESI 
PROGRAM f O M P O S I T I O N  AND L I S T I N G  
VOLo I o  PROGRAM FORMULATICN AND A P P L I C A T I O N ,  V O L o  I10 
BY RAYMOND Go SAINT-PAUL AND SURENDRA Ao R A J E  
CUR - C U R T I  SS-WRIGHT CORPORATI ON 
RESEARCH D I V I S I O N  
QUEHANNA, PENNSYLVANIA 
CWRI-9CC-I 3-1 A P R I L  1959 MAGNET I 
MONTE CARLO CALCULATIONS F O R  NEUTRON AND GAMMA PART 1CL E 
D I M E N S I O N A L  NUCLEAR ASSEMBLIES 
I N T E R A C T I O N S  AND TRANSPORT I N  ONE, TWO, AN0 THREE 
BY W o  J o  ROBERTS, Ko Lo ROONEY, Jo Fo LOGUE, AND 
J. A. D E V R I E S  
I B H  704 
cm-om-I 3-2 - MAGNET I 1  
MONTE CARLO CALCULATIONS FOR NEUTRON AND GAMMA PART I C L  E 
I N T E R A C T I O N S  AND TRANSPORT I N  ONE, TWO, AND THREE 
D I M E N S I O N A L  NUCLEAR A S S E M B L I E S  HAGNET 1 1 9  PROGRAM FOR 
BY J o  Fa LOGUE, W O  J O  ROBERTS, K O  Lo ROONEY, AND 
J o  A. D E V R I E S  
THREE D I M E N S I O N A L  PLAQUE GEOMETRY ( R E V I S E D )  
I B M  704 
1 3  
D - THE BOEING COMPANY 
SEATTLE 24, ClASHINGTON 
02-91341 8-1 SPARES 
GENERAL PROCEDURE. SPACE R A D I A T I O N  ENVIRONMENT AND 
S H I E L D I N G  CODESI VOL. I 
BY BOEING STAFF MEMBERS 
FORTRAN FOR I B M  7090 
02- 9C418-2  
VAN A L L E N  R A D I A T I O N  
BY BOEING STAFF MEMBERS 
FORTRAN FOR I B P - 7 0 9 0  
D 2 - 9 0 4 1 8 - 3  
APOLLO SECTOR ANALVSIS  
BY BOEING STAFF MEMBERS 
FORTRAN FOR I B H - 1 0 9 0  
0 2 - 9 0 4 1 8 - 6  
ELECTRON TRANSPI S S I O N  
BY BOEING STAFF MEMBERS 




02- 906e4- I A P R I L  1965 SPARES 
S L I D E S  USED I N  SYPPOSIUM CN SPACE R A D I A T I G N  ENVIRONMENT AN[ 
S H I E L D I N G  CODES 
DC - SEE XDC 
D E P I S E P P  OEPARTMENT DES ETUQES DE P I L E S  
SERVICE D-ETUDES DE PROTECTIONS DE P I L E S  
CENTRE 0-ETUDES NUCLEAIRES DE FONTENAY-AUK-ROSES 
FRANCE 
DEP /SEPP 2 4 6 / 6 2  DECEMBER I 9 6 2  MANON 
U T I L I S A T I O N  PRATIQUE DES PROGRAMMES MANON 7 4 9 1 6  ET 
CARMEN1868 
FERRANTI  MERCURY COMPUTER - FRENCH LANGUAGE 
C ARM EN 
BY J o  Po BARTHE 
I 4  
DP - SAVANNAH R I V E R  LABORATORY 
A IKEN '  SOUTH CAROLINA 
(OPERATED F O R  LSAEC BY Eo I 0  DUPONT DE NEMOURS AND CO.) 
DP- 804 - UNCLE I V  
A X I A L  UNCLE 
T k O  FORTRAN CODES ( I B N - 7 0 4 )  TO O B T A I N  I - O I N o  SOLUTIONS 
OF THE STEADY-STATE NEUTRON-DIFFUS I O N  EQUAT I C N  I N  A 
C Y L I  NOR I C A L  REACTOR ( A P P E h D I X )  
DP- 938 MAY 1 9 6 5  30-HEXLAX 
A COMPUTER CODE FOR ONE-GROUP FLUX CALCULATICNS I N  THREE 
DIMENSIONS 
BY J 0  C. EiriGLiSi-i 
FORTRAN FOR IBM-704 
DP- IAEA-TR-20  FEBRUARY I 9 6 3  BS Q 
AN I B M - 7 0 4  CODE TO CALCULATE HEAVY WATER L A T T I C E  PARAMETERS 
FORTRAN 
BY Fa E. DRIGGERS 
DP-REPORT-NO, DRAGON PROJECT REPORTS 
SEE AEEU 
DTMB - D A V I D  T A Y L O R  HODEL B A S I N  
A P P L I E D  MATHEMATICS LABORATORY 
WASHINGTONt Do C o  
DTMB- I820 JULY 1965 TET 2 
A THERMAL ENERGY TRANSPORT CODE 
FORTRAN FOR I B M  7090 
BY CHARLES DAWSON AND P H I L I P  E o  BATTEY 
€AD - AEROJET-GENERAL NUCLEONICS 
SAN RAMONt C A L I F O R N I A  
EAD- I C3 DECEMBER I963 
F A L L O l i T  AREA I N T E N S I  TY LEVELS CODE 
FORTRAN FOR IBY-7090 AND -7094 
BY J o  Ko WITTHAUS 
FAIL 
EAD- I  19 FEBRUARY I 9 6 4  G-33 
(AN-COMP-I 96)  
G-33, CODE FOR COMPUTING GAMMA RAY SCATTERING 
FORTRAN FOR IBM-7090 ,  7094 
BY Go Ho ANN0 AND 30 K o  WITTHAUS 
EAD- 14C MARCH I 9 6 4  QAD-PR 
(AN-COMP-I 97)  
A PROGRAM USED TO COMPUTE FAST NEUTRON AND GAMMA RAY 
PENETRATION THROUGH S H I E L D 1  NG ASSEMBLIES ANC M A T E R I A L S  
FORTRAN FOR I B C - 7 0 9 0  AND 7 0 9 4  
BY J o  K. WITTHAUS 
I 
ER - LOCKHEED-GEORGIA COMPANY 
MAR1 ETTA 9 GEORGIA 
ER- 6643 JANUARY 1964 LPPC 
L EBC 
MS GAM 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS FOR S H I E L D I N G  PROBLEMS IN MANNED SPACE 
V E H I C L E S  
B Y  C o  N o  HILL ,  Co C o  DOUGLAST JRo,  W o  Bo R I T C H I E  AND 
K o  M o  SIMPSON, JRo 
FORTRAN 9 I BM-7090  T -7094 
ER- 6906 MAY 1964 F P I C  
A F I S S I O N  PRODUCT I N V E N T O R Y  CODF 
BY KO 0, KOEBBERLINGr  W 0  Eo K R U L L T  AND J o  H o  WILSON 
FORTRAN FOR I B C - 7 0 9 0  AND 7 0 9 4  
E R - 7 7 7 7  (VOL.  I )  AUGUST 1 9 6 5  LRSPC 
DATA C O M P I L A T I O N  AND EVALUATION OF SPACE S P I E L D I N G  
PROBLEMS, VOL. 1 ,  RANGE ARD STOPPING POWER CATA 
BY C o  N o  HILL ,  W 0  80 R I T C H I E  AND Ko Mo SIMPSCNT J R o  
FORTRAN 9 I BM-7090  9 -7094 
E R - 7 7 7 7  ( V O L o  II) AUGUST 1 9 6 5  L M F C  
SVDC 
DATA C O M P I L A T I O N  AND E V A L U A T I O N  OF SPACE S H I E L O I N G  
PROBLEMS, V O L o  111 DOSE CALCULATIONS I N  SPACE V E H I C L E S  
BY C o  We H I L L ,  Wo Bo R I T C H I E ,  AND KO M o  SIMPSON, J R o  
FORTRAN AND FAPI I B M - 7 0 9 0 ,  -7094 
EUR - EURATOM - EUROPEAN ATOMIC ENERGY COMMUNITY 
ISPRA ESTABLISHMENT, I T A L Y  
EUR-21C3oE (MF) I 9 6 4  COSTANZA 
A NUMERICAL COO€ FOR THE STUDY OF THE REACTOR S P A T I A L  
DYNAMICS I N  TWO GROUPS 
BY E o  V I N C E N T I ,  Ro MONTEROSO. AND Ao  A G A Z Z I  
EUR-2IC4,E (MF) 1 9 6 4  COST AN2 
THE CODE COSTANZA 
FORTRAN I 1  AND CALCOMP FOR I B M  7090 
BY A o  A G A Z Z I ,  Eo VINCENT, AND Ro MONTEROSSO 
EUR 2 1 5 2 o E  I 9 6 4  MAC-RAD 
A REACTOR S H I E L D I N G  CODE--THE R E V I S E D  AND DEVELOPED 
E O I T I C N  OF MAC 
FORTRAN FOR I B M - 7 0 9 0  
BY U o  C A N A L I  9 Ho ILSEMANN, Co PONTI ,  AND H o  PREUSCH 
EUR-2162.E ( M F )  I 9 6 4  CRE 
AN IBM 7090 CODE FOR THE D E T E R M I N A T I O N  OF R E A C T I V I T Y  
CHANGES AND F L U X  SHAPE DUE T O  CONTROL ROD I N S E R T I O N  
IN A REACTOR 
BY B o  DORPEMA, Co  N O N G I N I - T A M A G N I N I ,  AND Co  P O N T I  
EUR 22C4.I JANUARY 1 9 6 5  GAMMONE 
PROGRAM FOR GAPMA-RAY A T T E N U A T I O N  THROUGH M U L T I L A Y E R  
COMPOS1 TE S H I E L D S  
PART l o  MATHEMATICAL BASES OF T H E  PROGRAM 
BY Lo CRISCUOLO 
PART 20 CODING OF THE PROGRAM 
BY L o  CRISCUOLO AND Mo G o  C E R I S O L A  
FORTRAN FOR I B M - 7 0 4  
EUR-22940 E I 9 6 5  F I R S T  I 
I B M  7C90 FORTRAN I 1  CODE FOR T H E  C A L C U L A T I O N  OF A NEUTRON 
SPEC TRUM FOR A HETEROGENEOUS L A T T  I C E  
FORTRAN FOR I B M  7090 
BY H o  TAKAHASHI AND Ho DEWALDE 
FOA - FORSVARETS FORSKNINGSANSTALT 
RESEARCH I N S T I T U T E  OF N A T I O N A L  DEFENSE 
STOCKHOLM9 SWEDEN 
FOA-4 A-44C3-41 I NOVEMBER I964 S ALOMON 
A USERS MANUAL FOR SALOMCNV AN I B M  7090 CODE FOR GAMMA 
BY G o  ENGSTROM 
TRAN SPORT C A  LCULA T I  ONS 
FORTRAN FOR I S M  7090 
FOA-4 A - 4 4 1  1-41 I JANUARY 1965 PROTOS 
A MONTE CARLO PROCEDURE FOR C A L C U L A T I N G  T H E  M I G R A T I O N  OF 
PROTONS T A K I N G  ACCOUNT ONLY OF ELECTROMAGNET I C  INTERACT IONS 
FORTRAN I 1  FOR 1BW-7090 
BY C o  JOHANSSON AND M o  LEIMDORFER 
FOA-4 A - 4 4 3 6 - 4 1  I J U L Y  1965 PROTOS 
PROGRAM D E S C R I P T I O N  AND USERS MANUAL FOR PROTOS, A COMPUTER 
PROGRAM FOR TREATING PROTON SLOWING DOWN DUE T O  ATOMIC 
C O L L I S I O N S  
FORTRAN 11 FOR IBY-7090 
BY C o  JOHANSSON 
F Z K  - SEE NARF AND CONVAIR 
GA - GENERAL ATOMIC,  D I V I S I O N  OF GENERAL DYNAMICS 
SAN DIEGO, C A L I F O R N I A  
GA- 3 I 52 AUGUST 1962 GAZ E-2 
GAZE-2, A ONE-DIMENSIONAL, MULTIGROUPs NEUTRCN D I F F U S I O N  
I I l t U K i  LUUC run i i i E  i6i-i-71390 -..IC*-.* L*C.C 
BY S o  R o  L E N I H A N  
GATHER I 1  GA- 4 I 32 J U L Y  1963 
GATHER- I1  - A N  IBH-7090 FORTRAN I 1  PROGRAM FOR T H E  COMPU- 
T A T I O N  OF THERMAL-NEUTRON SPECTRA AND ASSOCIATED MULT IGROUP 
CROSS S E C T I O N S  
BY G o  Do JOANOU, C. V o  SMITH, AND He P o  VIEWEG 
18 
JUNE 1963 GAMBLE GA- 4246 
GAMBLE - A PROGRAM FOR THE S O L U T I O N  OF THE MULTIGROUP 
NEUTRON-DIFFUSION EQUATIONS I N  THO D I M E N S I C N S ?  W I T H  
ARBI TRARY GROUP SCATTER1 NGI  FOR THE IBM-7090 FORTRAN I I 
SYSTEM 
BY Jo P o  DORSEY 
GA- 4265 SEPTEMBER 1963 GAM I 1  
GAM-119 A 83 CODE FOR THE CALCULATION OF FLST-NEUTRON 
BY Go 00 JOANOU AN0 Jo S O  DUDEK 
SPECTRA AND ASSOCIATED MULTIGROUP CONSTANTS 
IBM 7C90 
GA- 4436 DECEMBER I963 GGC I 1  
P O P -  r * u u ~ , - i i  A PROGRAici FOR USING TiiE GAY-ii AND GATHER-XI  
SPECTRUM CODES I N  PREPARING MULTIGROUP CROSS-SECTION 
INPUT ON PUNCHED CARDS FOR THE GAZE? GAZED? OSN? GAPLSNt 
2 D X Y t  TDCr GAMBLE? FEVER AND GAD CODES 
BY C o  V o  S M I T H  AND H o  A. VIEWEG 
I B M  7C90 
GAPLSN GA- 4972 MARCH 1964 
GAPLSN - A M O D I F I E D  DSN PROGRAM F O R  THE S O L U T I O N  OF THE 
CNE-DIMENSIONAL ANISOTROPIC TRANSPORT EQUATION 
I B M  7C90 
BY J o  H o  ALEXANDER? G o  W o  H I N M A N ?  AND J o  R o  T R I P L E T 1  
GA-541@ ( M F )  JULY I964 
A COLLIMATOR A N A L Y S I S  PROGRAM 
BY HENRY C. HONECK 
FORTRAN 
CAP 
GA- 6C 96 DECEMBER I964 VEXSCAT 
GASKET 
QljARTERLY PROGRESS REPORT FOR THE PERIOD ENCING DECEMBER 311 
IC64 
BY J o  Ro BEYSTER? E T  ALo 
GA-6685 (MF)  SEPTEMBER 1965 UNPACK 
A NEUTRON CROSS S E C T I O N  DATA R E T R I E V A L  PROGRAM 
FORTRAN I V  AN0 MAP FOR IBM 7044 
BY C o  V o  S M I T H  AND M o  K o  DRAKE 
GAMD-26 I O  NCVEMBER I96 I OS N 
A NEW VERSION OF DSN 
I B H  7C90 
BY J o  Ho ALEXANDER 
GAM D- 27 97 PARCH 1962 ODE 
DDB - A TWO DIMENSIONAL REACTOR D I F F U S I O N  CODE W I T H  C R I T I -  
C A L I  TY SEARCH AND BURNOUT O P T I O N S ?  VOLUME I 
BY J. HI ALEXANDER, C. CYL-CHAMPLIN? J o  Eo GRATTEAUt 
Po C o  KAESTNER? E. J. LESHAN? W o  A. GROWDON? AN0 
M e  H o  H E R R I L L  
19 
GAMD-5239 ( M e )  NCVEMBER 1 9 6 4  P I Z Z A  
AN I S M  COMPUTER CODE FOR THE PLANE STRESS 4 N A L Y S I S  OF 
T k O  D IMENSIONAL B O D I E S t  I N P U T  INSTRUCTIONS 
BY Do  C o  CORNELL 
FORTRAN FOR IBFn 7044 
GAMD-6644 ( M F )  AUGUST 1 9 6 5  BLOOST-5 
BLOOST-5 - A COMBINED REACTOR K I N E T I C S - H E A T  TRANSFER CODE 
FOR THE I B M - 1 0 4 4 0  P R E L I M I N A R Y  D E S C R I P T I O N  
BY M o  M E R R I L L  
FORTRAN I V  
GAM0 - SEE GA 
GEAP - GENERAL E L E C T R I C  COMPANY 
A T O M I C  POkER EQUIPMENT DEPART 
SAN JOSE9 C A L I F O R N I A  
NT 
GEAP-4772  (MF) JANUARY 1965 DARE 
EVESR-NUCLEAR SUPERHEAT F U E L  DEVELOPMENT PROJECT. DARE 
CODE FOR THE THERPAL HYDRAULIC  F U E L  PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 
R Y  B o  Go ATRAZ 
GEMP - SEE XDC 
GNE - A I R  FORCE I N S T I T U T E  OF TECHNOLOGY 
WRIGHT-PATTERSON AFB t OHIO 
GNE-PHY S-64-7 (MF 1 AUGUST 1 9 6 4  
THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF NEUTRON AGE 
BY ROBERT HANS HANSEN 
I B M  1620 
T HES I S  
20 
HW - HANFORD ATOMIC PRODUCTS OPERATION 
RICHLANO 9 MASH I NG TON 
(SEE ALSO BNWL) 
HW-7338 I A P R I L  1 9 6 2  
MAC - A B U L K  S H I E L D I N G  CODE 
I B M  7C90 
BY E o  G o  PETERSON 
MAC 
MAC X-SECTS HW- 7338 I SUP0 I JANUARY 1 9 6 k  
TlJO CROSS S E C T I O N  L I B R A R I E S  FOR U S E  W I T H  MdC S H I E L O I N G  COOE 
BY J o  GREENBORG 
HW et246 ; ‘dF ; FEBRUARY ! 9Ok M I DPls 
A S I M P L I F I E D  METHOD FOR PROGRAMMING A 7090 CCMPUTER FOR 
S I M U L A T I O N  OF DYNAMIC SYSTEMS 
I8M 7 C 9 0  
B Y  R o  D o  BENHAW 
HW- 8 1 x 8  (MF I MARCH 1 9 6 4  HFN 
CALX 
USERS MANUAL FOR HFN AND C A L X  C H A I N  
I B M  fC90 
B Y  € 0  Lo KELLEY.  JRo 
HW- 837e4 SEPTEMBER 1 9 6 4  BREMRAO 
A COMPUTER CODE FOR EXTERNAL AND I N T E R N A L  BREMSSTRAHLUNG 
CALC ULA T I  ON S 
B Y  Ho H o  VAN T U Y L  
FORTRAN 11.  I B N  7090 
HW- 83785 SEPTEMBER I964  ISOGEN 
ISOGEN - A COMPUTER CODE FOR R A D I O I S O T O P E  GENERATION 
CA LC ULA T I  ON S 
B Y  HI Ho VAN TUYL 
HW- S A - 3 7 6 9  OCTOBER 1964 ISOGEN 
RAD1 ONUCLI  DE GENERAL C A L C U L A T I  ONS 
FORTRAN FOR I B N  7090 
BY HI Ho VAN TUYL 
I 21 
I IO0 - P H I L L I P S  PETROLEUY 
USAEC, IDAHO OPERATIONS O F F I C E  
IDAHO FALLS, IDAHO 
I D 0 - 1 6 e 5 6  M A Y  1 9 6 3  M I S T  
( INTERNUt-67) 
A MULTIGROUP INTERNUCLEAR SLAB TRANSPORT COCE 
FORTRAN FOR I B P - 7 0 9 0  
BY Go Eo PUTNAM AND De M o  SHAPIRO 
IDO- I6968 A P R I L  1964 T O P I C  
TOPIC - A FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING TRANSPORT OF 
P A R T I C L E S  I N  CYLINDERS 
BY G o  Eo PUTNAM 
IDO- I 6 9 8 4  JULY 1964 NS X-SECT 
A MACHINE PROGRAM F O R  CALCULATING SLOW NEUTRON SCATTERING 
CROSS SECTIONS WITH A P P L I C A T I O N  T O  WATER 
BY Ho Lo MCMURRY AND Lo J o  GANNON 
IDO-  I 7 C 7 5  SEPTEMBER 1965 CEP 
A MONTE CARLO PROGRAM FOR THE CALCULATION OF F I R S T - F L I G H T  
ESCAPE P R O B A B I L I T I E S  FOR F I N I T E  CYLINDERS 
MAP FOR I B M - 7 0 4 0  
BY W o  K o  FOELL,  Co We BERNER, AND S o  TONG 




SECONDARY GAMMA, B A S I C  GECMETRY, F I S S I O N  PRODUCT BUILCUP 
AND DECAY AND P O I N T  SOURCE SUMMATION CODES 
BY Jo 00 HOWARD AND Go M o  JACKS 
ISS - I S T I T U T O  SUPERIORE D I  SANITA,  LABORATORI  01 F I S I C A  
Q O M A ;  !?!!-!A 
I S S - 6 4 / 2 1  JUNE 1964 A R I E L  
(ORNL-TR-624)  
THE A R I E L  PROGRAM F O R  THE STUDY OF PHOTOPROGUCTION 
REACTIONS I N  HYDROGEN 
FORTRAN I V  FOR 1BM-7040 
BY G o  F A R C H I  AND P o  L A N C I A N I  
1 22 
J A E R I  - JAPAN ATOMIC ENERGY RESEARCH I N S T I T U T E  
TOKAI  RESEARCH E S T A B L I  S H W N T  
J A E R I - 1 0 8 2  FEBRUARY I 9 6 5  KPARAM 
MLLTIGROUP CALCULATIONS OF K I N E T I C S  PARAMETERS I N  
F A  ST REACTOR S 
BY K I N I C H I  MORIGUCHI AND TOMOO S U Z U K I  
FORTRAN 1 1 1  I B M  7090 AND FORTRAN I V ?  I B M  7044 
SEE ucc 
K A P L  - KNOLLS ATOMIC POUER LABORATORY 
SCHENECTADVr NEW YORK 
(OPERATED FOR USAEC BY GENERAL E L E C T R I C  C O O )  
KAP L- I 5 4 9  AUGUST 1 9 5 6  T R  I X Y  
T R I X Y  - A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR MULTIGROUP NUCLEAR REACTOR 
CALCULATIONS I N  THREE-SPACE DIMENS IONS 
BY P o  GREEBLER 
KAP L- I724  A P R I L  1 9 5 7  CURE 
CL'RE - A GENERAL1 ZED TWO-SPACE-DIMENSION MULTIGROUP 
CODING FOR THE 1 8 V - 7 0 4  
BY E o  t o  kACHSPRESS 
KAPL-2C39  JUNE 1 9 5 9  TRAM 
TRAM? A MONTE CARLO THERMAL NEUTRON CODE FOR T H E  IBM 704 
BY M o  A. M A R T I N 0  AND Wo Wo STONE 
KAP L-2225 SEPTEMBER 1 9 6 2  KERNEL 
PAM 
PROGRAMS FOR USE I N  THE C A L C U L A T I O N  OF T H E  THERMAL 
SCATTERING MATRI  X FOR C H E M I C A L L Y  80UNQ SYSTEMS 
FORTRAN AND ALTAC FOR P H I L C O  2000 
BY Fo 00 F E D E R I G H I  AND Do T o  GOLDMAN 
K A P L - 3 G I 3  JUNE 1964 DRAM 
A MONTE CARLO PROGRAM FOR THE C A L C U L A T I O N  OF CAPTURE PROB- 
A B I L I T I E S  
ALTAC AND TAC FOR THE P H I L C O  2000 
BY Go J o  H A B E T T E R ?  Ro A. PFEIFFERW ANG J o  Eo TUECKE 
23 
KAPL-M-61 19 FEBRUARY I 9 6 4  F ICs 
F I G S ,  A PROGRAM TO COMPUTE FEW-GROUP CONSTANTS W I T H I N  
BY Do Eo GOODMAN 
THE KARE D I F F U S I O N  THEORY SYSTEM 
KAPL-M-6159  MAY 1 9 6 4  SOSH I 
SOSH I - A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR S H I E L D I N G  CALCULATIONS 
BY M e  S O  PENDERGAST, JR. 
KAPL-M-6160  (MSP-41 MAY 1 9 6 4  SOSH I 1  
SOSH I 1  - A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR S H I E L D I N G  CALCULATIONS 
( A  R E V I S I O N  AND EXTENSION OF SOSH I )  
BY M o  S o  PENDERGAST, JRo 
KAPL-M-6174  (MF)  J U L Y  196k MOST 
A M U L T I D I M E N S I O N A L  O P T I M I Z A T I O N  SCHEME 
FORTRAN 
BY C o  R o  L U B I T Z  AND Go A o  SHANHOLT 
KAPL-M-6185  (MF) JULY 1964 HOTSTICK 
KARE A X I A L  POkER D I S T R I B U T I O N  PROGRAM FOR TWE P H I L C O  2Q00 
P H I L C O  2000 
BY D o  Eo GOODMAN 
KAPL-M-642C (MF 1 DECEMBER I 9 6 4  ETC4A 
A ONE D I M E N S I O N A L  MONOENERGETIC TR4NSPORT PROGRAM 
( R E V I S I O N  11) 
BY E o  I o  BROOKS, JRo, Co Wo DAWSON AND T o  Eo DUDLEY 
KAPL-M-6424  (MF) NCVEMBER I 9 6 4  MULE 
A PROGRAM F O R  MULTI -LEVEL,  MULTI-CHANNEL CALCULAT I O N  OF 
NEUTRON C R O S S  SECTIONS WITH DOPPLER AND RESOLUTION 
BROADEN I NG 
BY E o  J o  BROOKS, JRo AND Eo LO S L A G G I E  
KAPL-M-643C (MF 1 NOVEMBER I 9 6 4  OSCAR 
A P I L E  OSCILLATOR DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM FOR THE P H I L C O  
2 C O O  D I G I T A L  COMPUTER 
FORTRAN FOR IBFn 704 AND P H I L C O  5-2000 
BY J o  No BRAZOS, Bo A. GOTTSCHALK, ANC A o  L. L I E O E L  
KAP L-M-FDF-2 NCVEMBER I 9 6 2  S W AKRAUM 
SkAKRAUM - A S P A T I A L L Y  DEPENDENT THERMAL SPECTRUM CODE 
FOR THE P H I L C O - 2 0 0 0  
BY F o  Do F E D E R I G H I  
KAP L-M-GE S-4 M A Y  I 9 5 2  G A M  I 
GAM I - A GAMFnA CROSS S E C T I O N  CODE FOR THE P H I L C O  
TRAN SAC s-2000 
BY G o  Eo S A B I A N  
24 
KDP - SEE ucc 
K N  - KAMAN NUCLEAR 
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO 
K N - 6 3 - 7 6 ( R )  JUNE 1963 T GRMM 
A FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR THE C A L C U L A T I O N  OF THE TRANSPORT 
OF GAMMA R A Y S  B Y  THE METHCD OF MOMENTS 
BY R I C H A R D  E o  VOGEL 
!€!M 162G 
KOA - SEE ucc 
KR - I N S T I T U T T  FOR ATOHENERGI 
KJELLER,  NORWAY 
K J E L L E R  RESEARCH ESTABLISHMENT 
KR-71 JUNE 1964 K-7  TRANSPO 
ONE GROUP NEUTRON TRANSPORT I N  A HETEROGENEOUS C Y L I N D R I -  
C A L L Y  SYMMETRIC REACTOR C E L L  
BY R o  Jo Jo STAMMLER 
L A  - SEE LAMS 
25 
LAMS - L O S  ALAMOS S C I E N T I F I C  LABGRATORY 
L O S  ALAMOS, NEW MEXICO 
(OPERATED FOR THE USAEC BY THE U N I V E R S I T Y  OF C A L I F O R N I A )  
L A - 2 1 6 1  MARCH 1957 F I R E  
A ONE D I M E N S I O N A L  I N T E R M E D I A T E  REACTOR COMPUTING 
PROGRAM 
BY C o  Bo M I L L S  AND Fo B R I K K L E Y  
LA-  3264-MS MARCH I965 RATH 
RATH THERMAL A N A L Y S I S  PROGRAMS 
BY R o  F m  THOMAS, JRo AND P o  Do J I  ROBERTS 
FORTRAN FOR 161-7030 -7094 
L A - 3 2 6 7  A P R I L  1965 GAML EG 
A FORTRAN CODE TO PROOUCE MULTIGROUP CROSS SECTIONS FOR 
PHOTON TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS 
FORTRAN FOR IBM-7030 
BY K o  Do LATHROP 
L A - 3 3 7 3  J U L Y  1965 DT F- I V  
TRANSPORT E Q U A T I O N  WITH A K I S O T R O P I C  S C A T T E R I N G  
FORTRAN I V  FOR I B N  7030 A M I  7090 
D T F - I V 9  A FORTRAN-IW PROGRAM FOR S O L V I N G  T H E  MULTIGROUP 
BY K o  D o  LATHROP 
L A M S - 2 3 3 9  AUGUST I959 FLOCO I 1  
FLOCO I f  MANUAL 
BY Bo  CARLSON, Co S o  KAZEK, J R o t  AND Co L E E  
L A M S - 2 3 4 6  OCTOBER 1959 DSN, TOC 
THE DSN AND TDC NEUTRON TRANSPORT CODES 
BY B o  CARLSON, Co LEE9 AND J o  WORLTON 
L A M  S-2346-APPEND1 X I OCTOBER 1959 OS N 
THE DSN COOE 
BY B o  CARLSON9 Co  LEE9 AND J o  WORLTCN 
L A M  S-2346-APPEND1 X I I OCTOBER 1959 T OC -..- --L c.c....c 
I t l t  IUL LUUt 
BY Bo CARLSON, C, LEE9  AND Jo WORLTON 
L A M  S - 2 e 5 6  MARCH I963 M CS 
A GENERAL MONTE CARLO NEUTRONICS CODE 
BY ROBERT R, JOHNSTON 
I B M  7C90 
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ML - A I R  FORCE MATERIALS LABORATORY 
RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY D I V I S I O N  
A I R  FORCE SYSTEMS COMMAND 
WRIGHT-PATTERSON A I R  FORCE BASE, OHIO 
ML- TDR- 64-52 A P R I L  1 9 6 4  F A N T A S I A  I 1  
FANTASIA  I 1  AND TRIPOD I 1  - S H I E L D I N G  CODES FOR THE 
IBM 7C9G 
T R I P 0 0  1 1  
BY HERBERT A. STEINBERG, Jo HEITNER,  4NO R o  ARONSON 
MNO - MARTIN NUCLEAR D I V I S I O N  
BALTIMORE 9 MARYLAND 
ALTRAN 
AN I B M - 7 0 9 4  TRANSLATOR FOR P H I L C O - 2 0 0 0  S E R I E S  CODES 
FORTRAN I 1  AND F A P  FOR I B P - 7 0 9 4  
MND-32GO MARCH I 9 6 5  
BY T o  M o  OLSEN 
MND-C-2 500-2 MARCH 1962 CELCOR 
APWRC-CELCOR, A FORTRAN-11 PROGRAM FOR M U L T I P L E  LETHARGY 
LEVEL P I  OR DSN C E L L  CORRECTIONS I N  C Y L I N D R I C A L ,  SPHERICAL 
AND ONE- OR Tho-D IMENSIONAL S L A B  GEOMETRY 
BY G o  A. CANNON AND To Mo OLSEN 
S Y  NF AR-0 2 MND-C- 2 50 0- 3 MAY 1 9 6 2  
APWRC-SYNFAR-02, A P I  AND DSN THEORY F O R T R A N - I I  COO€ 
FOR STATIC  AND DYNAMIC SYNTHESIS  OF TWO-OIMENSIONAL 
FLUX AND R E A C T I V I T Y  
BY T o  M o  OLSEN 
MND -C- 2 50 0- 4 JUNE 1962 SY BURN 
APNRC-SYBURN, A FORTRAN- I1  PROGRAM FOR SYNTI'ES I Z E O  TWO- 
BY € 0  A o  COLBETH AND To M o  OLSEN 
DIMENSIONAL P I  OR DSN BURlYUP CALCULATIONS 
MND -C - 2 5 0 0- 5 JUNE 1 9 6 2  GAMIC0  
APWRC-GAMIC09 A M O D I F I C A T I C N  OF GAM01 FOR A P P L I C A T I O N  
BY G o  A. CANNON, R o  So HUBNER, AND T o  M o  OLSEN 
TO THE ARMY PRESSURIZED UATER REACTOR CODE 
MND-C-2500-6 JUNE 1 9 6 2  APWRC X-SECT 
A PROGRAM AND CROSS-SECTION L I B R A R Y  T A P E  SYSTEM FOR T N E  
ARMY PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR CODE 
BY To M o  OLSEN 
27 
MND-C-2501 M A Y  1961 cs OP 
APh'RC--CSDPt A GENERALIZED FORTRAN I 1  PROGRAM FOR 
BY Ro  S o  HUBNER 
AL'TOMATED CROSS SECTION DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS  
GMCM-9 MND -MC- 28 5 6 JULY 1962 
GENERAL1 ZED MONTE CARLO PROGRAM F O R  NEUTRONS 
BY M o  K N I E D L E R  AND T O  JORDAN. 
MND-P-2 72 6 HAY 1962 M- I 
SNAP PROGRAMS - H-l MONTE CARLO RADIOISOTOPE S H I E L D I N G  
CODE 
BY M o  J. K N I E D L E R  
MPC - COMBUSTION ENGINEERING,  I N C o ,  NUCLEAR O I V I S I O N  
WINDSOR, CONNECTICUT 
MPC-2C SEPTEMBER 1959 CEPTR 
CEPTR - AN I B M - 7 0 4  CODE TC SOLVE THE P-3 APPROXIMATION 
TO THE ONE-VELOCI T Y  TRANSPORT EQUATION I N  C Y L I N D R I C A L  
GEOMETRY 
BY P o  Bo D A I T C H ,  Bo J o  MCGOVERN, AND M O  SCHILOER 
MR - SEE C O N V A I R t  NARF, AND FZK 
NAA - ATOMICS I N T E R N A T I O N A L  
D I V I S I O N  OF NORTH A M E R I C A h  A V I A T I O N ,  I N C o  
CANOGA P A R K t  C A L I F O R H I A  
(SEE ALSO A I )  
NAA- SR- 37 I 9 JUNE 1959 GRACE I 
GRACE I - AN I B M  704-709 PROGRAM DESIGNED FOR COMPUTING 
GAMMA-RAY ATTENUATION AND HEAT1 NG I N  REACTOR S H I E L D S  
BY Do S o  DUNCAN AND Ao Bo S P E I R  
28 
N AA-  SR- 73 57 JUNE 1 9 6 2  
A MONTE C A R L O  SLOWING DOUR CODE 
FORTRAN FOR I B M - 1 0 9 0  
BY R o  A o  B L A I N E  
TYCHE 
NAA-SR-8427  A P R I L  1 9 6 3  ANNEX 1 
ANALYTIC  TECHNIQUES FOR THE C A L C U L A T I C N  OF THE ORNL 
TOWER S H I E L D  EXPERIMENTS, PART 1,  ANNEX01 
FORTRAN 
BY R o  S o  HLIBNER 
NAA-SR- e6 84 A P R I L  I 9 6 4  TYCHE 
THE AGE OF F I S S I O N  NEUTRONS T O  I N D I U M  RESONANCE ENERGY 
BY HARRY ALTER 
FORTRAN FOR I B M  7090 
I N  GRAPHITE,  PART I 1  9 THEORY 
NAA- SR- 8884 JUNE I 9 6 5  C U R I E  
COS E 
T HUN DERH E AD 
A D I G I T A L  COMPUTER PROGRAP FOR EXTERNAL ANC INTERNAL 
R A D I A T I O N  DOSE CALCULATIONS 
BY Go Po K E N F I E L D ,  W O  Ro LAHS, U o  00 S A Y E R ,  
R o  M o  MACADAMS, AND Ne A o  H A R R I S  
FORTRAN FOR I B k 7 O 9 4  
NAA-SR-91 9C A P R I L  1964 S N A P K I N  V I  
THE SNAPKIN V I  COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR SNAP REACTOR K I N E T I C S  
CALCULATIONS 
BY W o  A. RHOADES 
NAA-SR-9233 A P R I L  1 9 6 4  O U I C K I E  
Q U I C K I E  - A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR S P A T I A L L Y  INDEPENDENT 
MULTIGROUP SLOW1 NG-DOWN AND T H E R M A L I Z A T I O N  CALCULATIONS 
BY M o  B O L I N G  AND Wo RHOADES 
NAA-SR- 9982 OCTOBER 1 9 6 4  A I S I T E  I 1  
A D I G I T A L  COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR I N V E S T I G A T I O N  OF REACTOR 
S I T I N G ,  I N C L U D I N G  EXTERNAL R A D I A T I O N  DOSE CALCULATIONS 
B Y  R o  A o  B L A I N E  AND Eo Lo BRAMBLETT 
FORTRAN I 1  FOR I B M  7094 
NAA-SR- 10951 MARCH I 9 6 6  O T F - I 1  
A ONE-DIMENSIONAL, MULTIGROUP NEUTRON TRANSPORT PROGRAM 
BY W o  W o  ENGLE, Me A, BOLING. AND Bo W o  COLSTON 
FORTRAN 11 FOR I8M-7090 
NAA-SR- I I 23 I DECEMBER I 9 6 5  CHAO 
CODE TO HANDLE ANGULAR DATA 
FORTRAN I V  FOR 1 8 M  7090 AND 7 0 9 4  
BY R o  F o  BERLAND 
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NAA- SR-ME M0-464  9 NOVEMBER I959  GRACE I 1  
AN I B M  709 PROGRAM FOR COMPUTING GAMMA-RAY ATTENUATION 
AND H E A T I N G  I N  C Y L I N D R I C A L  AND S P H E R I C A L  GEOMETRIES 
FORTRAN FOR I B M  709 AND 7090 
BY D o  S o  DUNCAN AND Ao Bo S P E I R  
NAA-SR-MEMO-4822 MAY 1 9 5 9  CLOUD 
AN I B M  709 PROGRAM FOR COMPUTING GAMMA-RAY DOSE RATE FROM 
A R A D I O A C T I V E  CLOUD 
FORTRAN I 1  FOR IBEn-709 
BY D o  S o  DUNCAN, A. Bo S P E I R ,  Go Ho ANNO, AND D o  C o  KOLESAR 
NAA- SR- ME MO- 7776 OCTOBER 1 9 6 2  S IG-CUM 
SIG-CUM - A CODE T O  TREAT A N I S O T R O P I C  E L A S T I C  SCATTER- 
I N G  OF NEUTRONS 
BY Fo Do RLIDNICK AND Ho J o  LOREN21 
RATRAP NAA-SR-MEMO- 8969 OCTOBER 1963 
THE RATRAP CODE - A M O D I F I C A T I O N  OF T H E  FARSE METHOD 
FOR SNAP S H I E L D  GEOMETRY 
FORTRAN 
BY W o  Bo  GREEN 
NAA-SR- ME MO- 906 9 OCTOBER 1 9 6 3  A I C R T  3 
A GENERAL CODE FOR D I S P L A Y  OF D I G I T A L  DATA 
FORTRAN I 1  FOR I B M  7090 
BY M o  HOFFMAN AND Wo A o  RHOADES 
NAA- SR-ME MO- 9202 NCVEMBER I 9 6 3  S4CGCC 
S4 C Y L I N D R I C A L  GEOMETRY C E L L  CODE 
B Y  Jo S o  TEMPLE AND Ro Ao B L A I N E  
FORTRAN, I B M  7090 
NAA- SR-MEMO- 9423 JANUARY 1 9 6 4  CAESAR 
CAESAR, A MULTIGROUP, ONE D I M E N S I O N A L  D I F F U S I O N  EQUATION 
CODE h I T H  CROSS SECTION AVERAGING U S I N G  ENERGY SPECTRUM 
WITH ARES FOR THE RESONANCE 
B Y  DOROTHY C o  B A L L E R  
NAA- SR-MEMO-972 I A P R I L  1 9 6 4  I S R C H  
A - - * l . n u  DJ Iwwn I c r ~ o c u  a c m n b a a  FnDTaAN V.. . ...... FI_INT.fr ON SUBPROGRAM 
FORTRAN FOR I B H  7090 
( L S E D  I N  TYCHE 111) 
B Y  R o  A o  B L A I N E  
NAA-SR-MEMO- 9802 MAY 1 9 6 4  TYCHE 111 
IMPROVEMENTS TO THE TYCHE MOMENTS CODE AND OPERATING 
I N S T R U C T I O N S  FOR TYCHE 111 
FORTRAN FOR I B M  7090 
BY R o  A0 B L A I N E  
30 
NAA-SR-MEMO-I 0008 WF) JUNE 1 9 6 4  M A L  INDA 
M A N I P U L A T I O N  AND LISTING OF NUCLEAR DATA 
FORTRAN I 1  FOR I B M  7090 OR 7 0 9 4  
BY 00 W o  ROEDER 
NAA-SR-ME MO- I 042 I (PF 1 SEPTEMBER I964 AV R 
A METHOD OF CALCULATING ANNULAR V O I D  REACTIV  I T Y  EFFECTS 
I N  C Y L I N D R I C A L  REACTORS 
BY R o  H o  NORMAN, 00 G o  OLIVER, AN0 W o  R o  CASTLE 
NAA- SR-ME MO- I OS44 NGVEMBER I964 M A G  
A PROGRAM TO PREPARE F A S T  GROUP CROSS SECTIONS I N  THE 
DTF FORMAT 
BY R o  S o  HUBNER 
FORTRAN I I  FDR i6R 70PG 
NAA-SR-MEMO-IOS57(PToI 1 (MF) OCTOBER 1 9 6 4  COLEFF 
MONTE C A R L O  E V A L U A T I O N  OF COLLIMATOR E F F I C I E N C Y  0 PART I 
D E S C R I P T I O N  OF THE CLUB COMPUTER CODE 
FORTRAN AND FAP FOR I B H - 7 0 9 4  
BY W o  6. GREEN AND Ro S o  HUBNER 
NAA-SR-MEMO-I OS57 (PT.2) (MF 1 OCTOBER I 9 6 4  COLEFF 
MONTE CARLO E V A L U A T I O N  O f  COLLIMATOR E F F I C I E N C Y  PART 2 0  
L I S T I N G  OF THE CLUB CODE 
FORTRAN AND FAP FOR I B M - 7 0 9 4  
BY Wo Bo GREEN AND R o  S o  HUBNER 
NAA-SR-MEMO-I 0881 (MF 1 JANUARY 1 9 6 5  ANNEX 111 
ANALYTIC  TECHNIQUES FOR THE C A L C U L A T I O N  OF THE ORNL TOWER 
SHIELD EXPERIMENTS, PART I r I t  ANNEX 3 
BY R o  S o  HUBNER 
FORTRAN 1 1 9  1 6 P  7090 
NAA-SR-MEMO- I 0922 JANUARY 1965 SHOE 
A SHIELD k E I G H T  OPT1 M I  Z A T I O N  CODE 
FORTRAN FOR I B V - 7 0 9 4  
BY R o  Lo BERNICK 
NAA-SR-MEMO-I I 5 1  6 JULY 1 9 6 5  
THE OPE% S H I E L D  O P T I M I Z A T I O N  CODE 
FORTRAN FOR I B M  7090 
BY R o  Lo BERNICK 
OPEX 
NAA-SR- TOR-5772 OCTOBER 1 9 6 0  FARSE 
FARSE - A F I R S T  ORDER A P P R O X I M A T I O N  OF REACTOR S H I E L D S  
FOR SNAP SYSTEMS, PART I t  NON-SCATTEREO DOSE 
FORTRAN 
BY K o  ROONEY AND M o  8 O L I N G o  
31 
NAA-SR- TOR-5954 DECEMBER I 9 6 0  FARS E- I A 
FARSE- IA A M O D I F I C A T I O N  OF FARSE TO INCLUCE ANGULAR 
DEPENDENCE OF S H I E L D  LEAKAGE 
BY K o  Lo ROONEY 
NAA-SR-TDR-8516 REV. MAY I 9 6 3  ANNEX I 1  
A N A L Y T I C  TECHNIQUES FOR THE C A L C U L A T I O N  OF THE ORNL 
TOWER S H I E L D  EXPERIMENTSI PART 11 
BY R e  S o  HUBNER 
FORTRAN 
NAA-SR- TOR-9327 DECEMBER I 9 6 3  MORT IMER 
MORTIMER - A M O D I F I C A T I O N  OF THE RATRAP CODE WHICH INCLUDES 
THE TbiO COMPCNENT METHOD OF S H I E L D  ANALYSIS  
FORTRAN 
BY No Be GREEN 
NARF - NbCLEAR A IRCRAFT RESEARCH F A C I L I T Y  
GENERAL DYNAHICS 
FORT WORTHI TEXAS 
NAR F-6C-8T-VOLo I M A Y  1950 K - 7 4  
( F Z K - 9 - 1 4 7 1  VOLe I )  
MONTE CARLO CALCULATIONS OF FAST-NEUTRON SCbTTERING I N  
A I R  
BY M o  B o  k E L L S  
NAR F-6C-BT-VOLo I I AUGUST 1960 K - 7 4  
(FZK-9 -147 ,  VOLo 11)  
MONTE CARLO CALCULATIONS OF FAST-NEUTRON SCATTERING I N  
A I R  
BY Mo B o  WELLS 
LO5 N AR F- 6 I - 3 3 T  NOVEMBER 196 I 
A MONTE CARLO PROCEDURE FGR CALCULATING PENETRATION O F  
+ ~ ~ n n ~ * ~ u  c T D A T C L I T  cVL!NDRI CAL OUCTS I nnuuurn 3 I n n a  V I  s . Nt U I K U I I  3 
BY D e  G o  COLLINS.  
FAP 
N AR F- 6 I -3 9 1  DECEMBER I 9 6  1 C-171 L-63 
S H I E L D  PENETRATION PROGRAMS C-17 AND L-63 
FAP 
BY Do M e  PETERSON 
32 
N A R F - 6 2 - 1 3 1  SEPTEMBER 1962 LO5 
A MONTE CARLO MULTIBEND DUCT PROCEDURE 
FAP 
BY Do G o  C O L L I N S  
FZK-  134-3 MARCH 1 9 6 2  C - I 8  
R A D I A T I O N  R E S I S T A N T  COMBAT V E H I C L E  I N V E S T I G A T I O N  - F I N A L  
REPORTI VOLUME I11  .. MONTE CARLO M U L T I L A Y E R  S L A B  GEOMETRY 
S H I E L D I N G  CODE C - I 8  
BY MI B o  WELLS 
FAP 
FZK-  IS6 OCTOBER I962 COHORT-I 
A MONTE CARLO PROCEDURE FOR R A D I A T I O N  TRANSPORT AND 
HEATING S T U O I E S  
BY M o  Bo kELLS AND C o  F o  NALONE 
FORTRAN 9 IBH-7090 
FZK- I 76- I DECEMBER I 9 6 3  COHORT 
MONTE C A R L O  CALCULATIONS OF ENERGY D E P O S I T I O N S  AND R A D I -  
A T I O N  TRANSPORT9 VOLo I V A L I D A T I O N  OF COHORT CODES 
BV D O  Go C O L L I N S  AND To Wo D E V R I E S  
FORTRAN /FA P 
FZK-  I 76-2 DECEMBER I 9 6 3  COHORT 
MONTE CARLO CALCULATIONS OF ENERGY DEPOS I T  IONS AND 
R A D I A T I O N  TRANSPORT9 VOLo 2 - U T I L I Z A T I O N  OF COHORT 
CODE s 
BY D o  G o  C O L L I N S  AN0 To Wo D E V R I E S  
FORTRAN AND F A P  
F ZK-2 IIC-SA JUNE 1 9 6 5  SPARC ( P 0 9 )  
R A D I O L O G I C A L  ARHOR PROGRAC METHODS AND DATA C O M P I L A T I O N T  
VOLUME 5 A o  COMPUTER PROCEDURES. S L A B  PENETRAT I O N  AND 
R E F L E C T I O N  C A L C U L A T I  ON 
BY J o  Ro STOKES AND J, Le HUNTER 
F A P t  IBM 7090 
FZK-20C-5A SUPP JUNE 1 9 6 5  SPARC ( P O 9 1  
RAOIOLOGICAL ARMOR PROGRAM METHODS AN0 DATA COMPILATION, 
VOLUME sa. COPPUTER PROCEDURES. SLAB PENETRAT ION AND 
R E F L E C T I O N  C A L C U L A T I  ON - PROGRAMMERS MANUAL SUPPLEMENT 
FOR I B M  7090 
BY J o  Lo HUNTER 
FZK -2 OC-5B JUNE 1 9 6 5  COMBINE ( E20 1 
R A D I O L O G I C A L  ARMOR PROGRAK METHODS ANC DATA COMPILAT ION9 
VOLUME SBT COMPUTER PROCEDURESo COMBINE T R A N S M I S S I O N  
CALCULATION ( € 2 0 )  
B Y  R e  F a  FALKENBURY, Jo L o  HUNTER9 AN0 J o  Ro STOKES 
FORTRAN I V  FOR I B M  7090 
33 
FZK-2CC-SB SUPP JUNE 1965 COMBINE ( E 2 0  1 
R A D I O L O G I C A L  ARMOR PROGRAC METHODS ANC OATA COMPILATION, 
VOLUME 56 COMPUTER PROCEDURESo COMBINE TRANSMISS I O N  
CALCULATION ( € 2 0 )  - PROGRAMMERS M A N U A L  SUPPLEMENT 
FORTRAN I V  FOR I B M  7090 
BY J o  L o  HUNTER 
FZK-2QC-SC JUNE 1965 COMBINE ( F29 1 
R A D I O L O G I C A L  ARMOR PROGRAP METHODS AND O A T A  COMPILATION, 
VOLUME 5 C o  COMPUTER PROCEDURES. COMBINE REFLECT I O N  
C A  LC ULA T I  0 N 
FORTRAN I 1  FOR I B W  7 0 9 0  
BY R o  Fo FALKENBURY AND Jo L a  HUNTER 
FZK-20C-5C SUPP JUNE 1965 COMBINE ( F29 1 
R A D I O L O G I C A L  ARMOR PROGRAC METHODS ANC DATA COMPILATION,  
VOLUME 5:. COMPUTER PROCEDURESO COMBINE REFLECT I O N  
BY J o  Lo HUNTER 
CALCULATION -- PROGRAMMERS MANUAL SUPPLEMENT 
FORTRAN I 1  FOR IBFr 7090 
FZK - 2 34 JUNE 1965 SPARC ( € 5 9 )  
COMPUTER PROCEDUREo SLAB PENETRATION AND REFLECT I O N  
C A L C U L A T I O N  
FORTRAN If FOR I B M  7090  AND 7094 
BY J. Ro STOKES AND J o  Lo HUNTER 
F Z K - 2 3 4  SUPP JUNE 1965 SPARC ( € 5 9 )  
COMPUTER PROCEOUREo SLAB PENETRATION AND REFLECT ION 
C A L C U L A T I O N  - PROGRAMMERS MANUAL SUPPLEMENT 
FORTRAN I 1  FOR I B M  7090  
BY J o  Lo HUNTER 
F ZK-2  3 5  JUNE 1965 COMBINE t E91 1 
COMPUTER PROCEDURE. COMBINE TRANSMISSION CALCULATION 
BY Ro  Fo FALKENBURY, J o  Lo HUNTER, AND J o  R o  STOKES 
FORTRAN I 1  FOR I B M  7 0 9 0  
F Z K - 2 3 5  SUPP JUNE 1965 COMBINE ( € 9 1  1 
COMPUTER PROCEDURE, COMBINE TRANSMISSION CALCULATION -- 
PROGRAMMERS MANUAL S U P P i E F E K  
FORTRAN I 1  FOR I B P  7 0 9 0  
BY Jo Lo HUNTER 
34 
NASA I -  NATICNAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE A D M I N I S T R A T I O N  
WASHINGTON* DoCo 
OCTOBER 1964 - NASA- SP-7 I 
SECOND SYMPOSIt iM ON PROTECTION AGAINST R A O I A T I O N S  I N  SPACE 
E D I T E D  BY ARTHUR REETZ, J R o  
NASA 2- NASA* GEORGE Co MARSHALL SPACE F L I G H T  CENTER 
H L N T S V I L L E *  ALABAVA 
NASA TN 0-1 1 I5 I962 MARTY-N 
M ARTY-C 
NLCLEAR R A D I A T I O N  TRANSFER AND HEAT DEPOSIT I C N  RATES I N  
L I Q U I D  HYDROGEN 
FORTRAN FOR I B M - 7 0 9 0  
BY M o  00 BURRELL 
NASA 3- NASA MANNED SPACECRAFT CENTER 
HOl!STONp TEXAS 
NASA MSC PROJECT NO. 3066 MAY 1965 L O I S  
SHIELD THICKNESS C A L C U L A T I C N  PROGRAM (VOL.  I o  COMPUTER 
PROGRAM USERS MANUAL) 
FORTRAN I V  FOR I B M  7094 AND U N I V A C  1107 
BY Co FORREST FALONE 
NASA MSC PROJECT NO, 3 2 0 8 P  JANUARY 1966 K O 0 9  
MSC S O L I D  ANGLE R A D I A T I O N  DOSE PROGRAM 
FORTRAN I 1  FOR I 6 M  7094 
BY A L V A  C o  HARDY 
35 
NASA 4- NASA L E W I S  RESEARCH CENTER 
CLEVELAND9 OHIO 
NASA TM-X-52166 1966 
THE L E W I S  PROTON SHIELD1 NG CODE 
FORTRAN I V  FOR 16M 7 0 9 4  
BY R o  10 HILDEBRAND AND Ho Eo RENKEL 
LPSC 
NASA 5- NASA LANSLEY RESEARCH CENTER 
VAMP TON 9 V I  R G I  NI A 
NASA TN 0-2659 MARCH 1965 SCOTT 
ELECTRON-BREMSSTRAHLUNG D I F F E R E N T I A L  CROSS SECTIONS FOR 
T H I N  AND T H I C K  TARGETS 
FORTRAN FOR I B P  7094 
BY W o  WAYNE SCOTT 
NOA - SEE UNC 
N I J S  - NLCCEAR I N S T I T U T E  - JOZEF STEFAN 
L J U B L J A N A 9  YUGOSLAV1 JA 
N I J S-R-437 SEPTEMBER 1964 AT ENN 
EXPERIMENTAL V E R I F I C A T I O N  OF A REMOVAL AGE-CIFFUS ION 
MlrLTIGROUP PROGRAV I N  A THERMAL COLUMN 
ZbSE 2 23 ELECTRONIC COMPUTER 
BY F. Z E R D I N  AND V o  DiniC 
36 
NSL - NORTHROP SPACE LABORATORIES 
HAWTHORNEI C A L I F O R N I A  
NSL 63-159 SEPTEMBER 1963 MAVRAC 
MODEL ASTRONAUT AND VEHICLE R A D I A T  I O N  ANALYS IS 
CODE 
BY G o  DUCKNORTH 
FORTRAN 
NSL 63-63R- I  SEPTEMBER 1963 CARSTEP 
DETERMINATION OF P A R T I C L E  FLUXES I M P I N G I N G  ON A 
SPACECRAF T 
F 0 R T R A N 
BV M o  Ro MORRISON AND Ao Eo TATE 
NUC - NLCLEAR ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT 
PENNSYLVANIA STATE U N I V E R S I T Y  
STATE COLLEGE t PENNSYLVANIA 
NUC E I I  SEPTEMBER 1962 H I S P  EC 
THE H I S P E C  MONTE CARLO PROGRAMS 
FORTRAN 9 1814-7094 
BY A. FODERARO AND FU-VAN M A  
ORNL - OAK RIDGE N A T I O N A L  LABORATORY 
OAK RIDGE,  TENNESSEE 
(OPERATED FOR THE USAEC BY U N I O N  CARBIOE CORPORATION) 
ORN L - 2 7  89 SEPTEMBER I 9 6  I CORNPONE 
A MUCTIGROUP 9 M U L T I R E G I O N  REACTOR CORE 
BY Uo Eo K I N N E Y  AND Ro Ro COVEYOU 
ORACLE 
ORN L- 2958 OCTOBER 1960 CRUNCH 
AN I B M - 7 0 4  CODE FOR CALCULATING SUCCESSIVE F I R S T  OROER 
REACTIONS 
SAP AND FORTRAN FOR I B M - 7 0 4  
BY M o  Po L I E T Z K E  AND H a  Co C L A I B O R N E  
37 
ORNL-3C41 MARCH 1 9 6 6  S DC 
A SHIELDING-DESIGN CALCULATION CODE FOR FUEL-HANDLING 
F A C I  L I  T I E S  
FORTRAN FOR I B M  7 0 9 0  
BY E o  Do ARNOLD AND Bo Fo MASKEWITZ 
O R N L - 3 1 5 0  AUGUST 1961 W H I R L  AUAY 
WHIRLAWAY - A THREE-DIMENSIONAL, TWO-GROUP NEUTRON D I F F U S I O N  
CODE FOR THE I B M  7090 COMPUTER 
BY T o  B o  FOWLER AND Mo Lo T O B I A S  
O R N L - 3 1 5 0  - ADDENDUM JANUARY I 9 6 2  W H I R L  AWAY 
WHIRLAWAY - A THREE-DIMENSI ONAL, TWO-GROUP NEUTRON G I F F U S  ION 
CODE FOR THE I B M  7090 COMPUTER 
BY T o  Bo FOWLER AhlD Mo LO T O B I A S  
ORNL- 3 I 98 FEBRUARY I 9 6 2  NIGHTMARE 
NIGHTMARE - AN I B P  7090 CODE FOR THE CALCULATION OF GAMMA 
HEATING I N  C Y L I N D R I C A L  GEOMETRY 
FORTRAN 
BY M o  Lo TOBIAS,  Do Rm VONDY, AND MARJORIE Po L I E T Z K E  
ORNL-3199  FEBRUARY I 9 6 2  EQU I PO IS E-3 
E Q U I P 0 1  SE-3 A TWO-DI MENSIONAL, TWO-GROUP, NEUTRON D I F F U S I O N  
CODE FOR THE I B M - 7 0 9 0  COMPUTER 
BY To Bo FOWLER AND Mo Lo T O B I A S  
O R N L - 3 1 9 9  - ADDENDUM JUNE I 9 6 2  
EO U I  PO I SE- 3 A  
BY C o  W o  NESTOR, JRo 
EQU I PO I S  E-3A 
ORNL-32CO FEBRUARY I 9 6 2  20 GRAND 
THE TWENTY GRAND PROGRAM FOR THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF 
FEW-GROUP NEUTRON D I F F U S I C N  EQUATIONS I N  TWO DIMENSIONS 
BY M o  Lo T O B I A S  AND T o  Bo FOULER 
ORN L -  3 2  40 JANUARY 1 9 6 2  S A L L Y  
THE DISTORTED-kAVE THEORY OF D I R E C T  NUCLEAR REACT IONS 
AND THE CODE S A L L Y  
1, ZERO-RANGE FORMALISM WITHOUT S P I N - O R B I T  COUPLING, 
K O  *do n A C C C 4  u m a a ; ) L L p  P,, Me E R I S K O ,  AND G o  R. SATCHLER 
ORN L- 3 5  C7 JANUARY 1964 ALBEOO 
CALCULATIONS OF THERMAL-NEUTRON FLUX D I S T R I B U T I O N S  I N  
CONCRETE-WALLED DUCTS U S I N G  AN ALBEDO MODEL W I T H  MONTE 
C A R L O  TECHNIQUES 
FORTRAN 
BY V o  R o  C A I N  
38 
ORNL-3576 A P R I L  1964 SPECTRA 
HANDBOOK OF S H I E L D I N G  REQUIREMENTS AND R A D I A T I O N  CHARACTER- 
AIUD SPACE A P P L I C A T I O N S  
FORTRAN FOR CDC 1604 
I S T I C S  OF I S O T O P I C  POWER SOURCES FOR TERRESTRIAL9  MARINE9 
BY E o  Do ARNOLD 
ORNL-3610 AUGUST 1964 NT C 
THE NUCLEON TRANSPORT CODE 
FORTRAN /FA P 
BY W o  E -  K I N N E Y  
ORN L - 3 6 2 2  FEBRUARY I 9 6 5  05R 
05R. A GENERAL-PURPOSE MONTE C A R L O  NEUTRON TRANSPORT CODE 
FORTRAN t 1814-7090 AND CDC-I 604 
BY 0 -  C e  I R V I N G 3  P.s He FREESTONE9 ;Roe AND Fo 60 i i o  K A H  
ORNL-3648 AUGUST 1964 M Y R A  
A COMPUTER CODE FOR CALCULATING THE COST OF S H I P P I N G  SPENT 
REACTOR F U E L S  AS A F U N C T I O N  OF 6URNUPr S P E C I F I C  POWER. 
COOLING TIME,  F U E L  COMPOSITION9 AND OTHER V A R I A B L E S  
BY ROYES SALMON 
FORTRAN FOR CDC-1604 AND I B M - 7 0 9 0  
ORN L- 3 7  I 5  NOVEMBER I 9 6 4  ST AT EST 
S T A T I S T I C A L  E S T I M A T I O N  TO THE C A L C U L A T I O N  OF NEUTRON 
FLUX I N  A N I S T R O P I C A L L Y  SCATTERING MEDIA BY MCNTE CARLO 
FORTRAN /FAP 
PROGRAM STATESTI AN A P P L I C A T I O N  OF THE METHOD OF 
BY N o  E o  K I N N E Y  
ORNL-3734 MARCH 1965 S ANC 
NUCLEON-ME SON CASCADE CALCULATIONS-  TRANSVERSE S H I E L D I N G  
FOR A 45-GEV ELECTRON ACCELERATOR (PART I V )  
BY R e  G -  A L S M I L L E R 9  JR.9 F o  S o  ALSMILLER,  AND J o  B A R I S H  
FORTRAN 9 I B M - 7 0 9 0  
ORNL-37429  REV1 SED JUNE 1965 M A X  
A GENERAL1 ZED ONE-CONSTRAINT LAGRANGE M U L T I P L I E R  
NLMERICAL FORMULATION 
FORTRAN FOR CDC-I 604 
BY Fo Ho S o  CLARK AND Fo Bo Ko KAM 
ORNL-3759 MARCH 1965 WIRECAT 
DETERMINATION OF THERMAL-NEUTRON FLUX D I S T R I B U T I O N S  I N  THE 
BbLK S H I E L D I N G  REACTOR I 1  BY COPPER WIRE A C T I V A T I O N  TECH- 
N IQUES 
BY G o  T o  CHAPMAN 
FORTRAN FOR CDC-I 604A 
3 9  
ORN L- 3 8  CS A P R I L  1 9 6 6  OGRE 
OGRE, A MCNTE CARLO SYSTEM FOR GAMMA-RAY TRANSPORT STUDIES,  
I N C L U D I N G  AN EXAMPLE (OGRE-PI 1 FOR TRLNSMISS I O N  THROUGH 
L A N I N A T E D  SLABS 
FORTRAN I 1  AND F A P  F O R  I B M - 7 0 9 0  
FORTRAN 63 AND CODAP FOR CDC-1604 
BY S o  Ko PENNY, Do K o  TRUBEY, AND No 8 .  EMMETT 
ORN L- 38 44 MARCH 1966 L E P  
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE OPERATION OF CODES ASSOCIATED W I T H  
THE LOW-ENERGY INTRANUCLEAR CASCADE CALCULAT I O N  
BY HUGO We B E R T I N I ,  HEMMA Eo FRANCIS ,  AND M I R I A M  Po GUTHRIE 
ORNL-3e46  I965 XTREME 
NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE LAGRANGE M U L T I P L I E R  PROBLEM 
WITH SEVERAL CONSTRAINTS 
BY Fo Bo  K o  KAM AND Fo Ho S o  CLARK 
FORTRAN 63 , CDC-I 604A 
ORNL-CF-60-11-67 NOVEMBER I 9 6 0  EQU I P O  IS E-2 
E Q U I P 0 1  SE-2 A TWO-DI MENSIGNAL, TWO-GROUP, NEUTRON- 
BY To B o  FOWLER AND MELVIN TOBIAS 
D I F F U S I O N  CODE FOR THE I B M - 7 0 9 0  COMPUTER 
ORNL-CF-63-10-74 OCTOBER 1963 XENOSC 
XENOSC I N  FORTRAN 
BY J- V o  k I L S O N  
ORNL-CF-64-4-94 A P R I L  1 9 6 4  - 
A U X I L I A R Y  PROGRAMS FOR NEUTRON T H E R M A L I Z A T I O N  COMPUTATIONS 
BY Jo V o  WILSON AND Mo Eo TSAGARIS  
ORNL-CF-65-5-70 MAY 1965 G HT 
GHTR 
GHTRC 
A PROGRAM TO PREPARE A PORTION OF THE INPUT TO CODES GHT. 
GHTR, AND GHTRC 
FORTRAN FOR I B N - 7 0 9 0  
BY Jo V o  WILSON 
S W P S  **.ne11 1 0 ~ 3  ORN L- TM- I 68 mHnLn I I U L  
SWAPS - AN EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAM FOR NUMERICbL  SOLUTION OF 
THE TRANSPORT EQUATION WITH ANISOTROPIC SCATTERING I N  ONE- 
D I M E N S I O N A L  SLAB GEOMETRY 
FORTRAN 
BY M E L V I N  Lo TOBIAS AND TOM Bo FOWLER 
ORN L- TM- I 96 DECEMBER I 9 6  I EV AP 
A FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR CALCULATING THE EVAPORATION OF 
VARIOLS P A R T I C L E S  FROM E X C I T E D  COMPOUND N U C L E I  
BY LAWRENCE DRESNER 
FORTRAN 
40 
ORNL-TM-237 AUGUST 1 9 6 2  OGRE P 2  
OGRE-PZr A MONTE CARLO PROGRAM FOR COMPUTING GAMMA-RAY 
LEAKAGE FROM LAMINATED SLABS WITH A D I S T R I B U T E D  SOURCE 
BY Do K O  TRUBEYt  S o  K o  PENNY9 AND Me B o  EMMETT0 
FORTRAN /FAP 
ORNL-TM-361 AUGUST 1 9 6 3  NUCY 
DEVELOPMENT OF A GENERAL METHOD OF E X P L I C I T  SOLUTION TO THE 
NUCLIDE C H A I N  EQUATIONS FOR D I G I T A L  MACHINE CALCULATIONS 
BY Do R o  VONDY 
ORNL-TM-422 DECEMBERT I 9 6 2  HEEP 
A MONTE C A R L O  C A L C U L A T I O N  OF THE THREE-DIMENSIONAL DEVELOP- 
MENT OF HIGH-ENERGY ELECTRON-PHOTON CASCADE SHOWERS 
eY C,  0 .  X R 6 Y  AND ti. So HGRAfU 
ORN L- TM-4 6 I - GTP9 ETCo 
NEUTRON THERMAL1 Z A T I  CN PROGRAMS F O R  THE I B M  7090 
BY C o  A. P R E S K I T T 9  E. A0 hEPHEW9 AND M a  Eo TSAGARIS  
ORNL- TM-5 I 2  FEBRUARY I 9 6 3  A GS 
AGST A 7090  COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE CALCULATION OF A V E R A G E  
GROUP CROSS SECT1 ONS 
BY M o  Eo TSAGARIS 
ORNL-TM-838 FEBRUARY I 9 6 4  K AY -CH A I N 
KAY-CHAIN A PROGRAM FOR C A L C U L A T I N G  THE MULT I P L  ICAT I O N  
FACTOR OF HE TEROGENE OUS REACTORS 
BY E o  A. NEPHEW AND C o  A o  P R E S K I T T  
ORNL-TM-842 FEBRUARY I 9 6 5  EXTERMINATOR 
A MULTIGROUP CODE FOR SOLVING NEUTRON D I F F U S  I O N  EQUAT IONS 
I N  ONE AND TWO D I M E N S I O N S  
BY T o  Bo FOWLER9 Mo Lo T O B I A S *  AND Do R o  VCNDY 
FORTRAN FOR I B M - 7 0 9 0  
ORNL-TM-847 A P R I L  I 9 6 4  M E R C - I  
THE MERC-I € Q U I  L I B R I  UM REACTOR CODE 
BY T o  We KERLINw JR.9 C o  n o  CRAVEN9 JR.9 Lo Go ALEXANGER9 
AND Jo L o  L U C I U S  
FOR TRAN/FA P 
ORNL-TM-953 OCTOBER 1 9 6 4  OGREISH-P I 
OGREISH-PI - A MONTE CARLO CODE U T I L I Z I N G  IMPORTANCE 
SAMPLING FOR THE COMPUTATION OF GAMMA-RAY TRANSMISS I O N  
THROUGH L A M 1  NATED SLABS 
FORTRAN 
BY T o  W o  ARMSTRONG AND S o  Ko PENNY 
ORN L- TM-9 93 JANUARY 1 9 6 5  TRAN 
TRANSIENTS INDUCED B Y  PULSED NEUTRON SOURCES I N  M U L T I R E G I O N  
RE AC TOR S 
FORTRAN FOR I B N - 7 0 9 0  
B Y  C o  Ao P R E S K I T T  AND Eo Ao NEPHEW 
ORN L- TM- I I 75 AUGUST 1 9 6 5  OSR-BL I T Z  FLUX 
THE D E T E R M I N A T I O N  OF NEUTRON FLUX I N  NUCLEAR REACTORS BY 
THE UNCOLLIDED F L U X  ESTIMATOR A P P L I E D  T O  MONTE CARLO 
COLL I S I  ONS 
FORTRAN 63 FOR C D C - I 6 0 4  
B Y  J o  WALLACE NEBSTER 
ORNL-TM-I I 8 0  A P R I L  1 9 6 5  MUFFLE 
A CODE FOR THE M U L T I L E V E L  A N A L Y S I S  OF NEUTRON CROSS 
SECTIONS 
FORTRAN I V  FOR I B M  7090 
BY C e  Ao P R E S K I T T  
ORNL-TM-I I 9 2  J U L Y  1 9 6 5  0 5 R  SOURCE 
A NEUTRON D I S T R I B U T I O N  ROUTINE FOR THE 0 5 R  MONTE CARLO CODE 
FORTRAN FOR IBP-7090 AND C D C - I 6 0 4  
BY Jo To MIHALCZO, G o  Wo PORRISON, ANC Do I R V I N G  
ORNL-TM-1212 JANUARY 1 9 6 6  OGRE-G 
AN OGRE SYSTEM MONTE CARLO CODE FOR T H E  CALCULATION OF 
GAMMA-RAY DOSE RATE AT ARBITRARY P O I N T S  I N  AN ARBITRARY 
GE OM E TRY 
B Y  D e  K o  TRUBEV AND Mo Bo EMMETT 
FORTRAN 11 AND F A P  FOR I B W - ~ O O O  
FORTRAN 63 AND CODAP FOR CDC-1604 
ORNL-TM-I 2 4 1  NOVEMBER I 9 6 5  LEGENDRE 
A PROGRAM TO CALCULATE LEGENORE C O E F F I C I E N T S  FROM ANGULAR 
D I S T R I B U T I O N S  
FORTRAN FOR I B V  7090 
B Y  D o  C o  I R V I N G ,  N o  E o  K INNEY,  AND PAT REA 
ORNL-TM-I 245 AUGUST 1965 SPCTRM 
AN OSR MONTE CARLO A N A L Y S I S  R O U T I N E  FOR CALCULATING T H E  
NELTRON ENERGY SPECTgwfi 
B Y  G o  Wo MORRISON, J. To MIHALCZO, ANC Do Co I R V I N G  
FORTRAN I 1  9 I B P  7090 
ORNL-TM-I 325 JANUARY 1 9 6 6  REACT, CONVRG 
FORTRAN SUBROUTINES FOR D E T E R M I N I N G  SOURCE CONVERGENCE 
FOR THE OSR MONTE CARLO NEUTRON TRANSPORT CODE 
FORTRAN FOR CDC I604 
BY G o  W o  MORRISON, Jm T e  MIHALCZO, AND Do Co I R V I N G  
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SEE CANEL 
R P I  - RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC I N S T I T U T E  
TROY, NEW YORK 
R P I - 3 2 8 - 1  8 (MF) NOVEMBER I 9 6 4  EXPAND 
A SET OF THREE INTERRELATED FORTRAN 1 1  PROGRAMS 
FORTRAN I 1  FOR I B M  704 AND P H I L C O  2000 
BY R e  Le HOBSON 
RRA R A D I A T I O N  RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, I N C .  
FORT kORTHp TEXAS 
RRA-N413 J U L Y  1964 R R A 0 2  
U T I L I Z A T I O N  INSTRUCTIONS FOR RAD1 A T I O N  RESEARCH PROGRAM - DOSE T R A N S M I S S I C N  
FORTRAN I 1  FOR 1BM 7090 
BY J-  M. NEWELL 
RRA-144  MAY 1954 L O 5  
U T I L I Z A T I O N  INSTRUCTIONS FOR GENERAL A P P L I C A T I O N  OF THE L O 5  
MONTE CARLO PROCEDURE 
BY 0 .  G. C O L L I N S  
RRA-153 JUNE 1965 OSR-SOURC E 
C Y L I N D R I C A L  VOLUME SOURCE R O U T I N E  FOR O 5 R  
FORTRAN 63 FOR C D C - I b 0 4 A  
BY L. G .  HOONEY 
43 
SM - M I S S I L E  AND SPACE SYSTEMS D I V I S I O N  
DOUGLAS A I R C R A F T  COMPANY I NCo 
SANTA MONICA, C A L I F O R N I A  
SM- 43594 A P R I L  I 9 6 3  L I P R E C A N  I 
A MONTE CARLO PROGRAM FOR TWO D I M E N S I O N A L  NEUTRON 
PENETRATION AND ENERGY D E P O S I T I O N  I N  L I Q U I D  HYDROGEN 
FORTRAN FOR IBP-7090 
B Y  R o  H o  KARCHER 
T I 0  - TECHNICAL I N F O R M A T I O N  D I V I S I O N  
AEC 
OAK R I D G E  TENNESSEE 
T 10-2 I 3  38 OCTOBER 1 9 6 4  LOSS 
ENERGY LOSS OF CHARGED P A R T I C L E S  P A S S I N G  THROUGH MATTER, 
REPORT F R O M  JOHN HOPKINS U N I V E R S I T Y  PPo 146-1670 
FORTRAN I 1  FOR IBFn 7090 
TO - TECHNICAL OPERATIONS RESEARCH 
B L R L  INGTON. MASSACHUSETTS 
10-8 6 1 - 3 9  MAY 1952 RTSGR 
MONTE CARLO CALCULATIONS CN THE R E F L E C T I O N  AND TRANS- 
M I  SSION OF SCATTERED GAMMA RAD1 A T 1  ONS 
FORTRAN 
B Y  D C M I N I C  Jo RASO 
TO-B 63-73 OCTOBER 1 9 6 3  TORG 
F I N A L  R t P u R T  - muruit L m n L u  r f incc   VU^- T Q  !NVESTTGATF T H E  REFLEC- 
GENEOCS AND HETEROGENEOUS SLABS, VOLUME I o  GAMMA RAY CODE 
BY D O M I N I C  J o  RASO AND SAMUEL S o  HOLLAND 
T I O N  AND T R A N S P I S S I O N  OF GAMMA RAYS AND NEUTRONS I N  HOMO- 
FORTRAN 
TO-B 6 3 - 8 2  OCTOBER 1963 TORN 
F I N A L  REPORT - MONTE CARLO CODES T O  I N V E S T I C A T E  T H E  REFLEC- 
T I O N  AND TRANSMISSION OF GAMMA RAYS AND NEUTRONS I N  HOMO- 
GENEOUS AND HETEROGENEOUS SLABS, VOLUME I I o  NEUTRON CODES 
BY D C M I N I C  J o  RASO 
FORTRAN 
44 
TO-6 63-83 OCTOBER 1 9 6 3  TORG, TORN 
F I N A L  REPORT - MONTE CARLO CODES T O  I N V E S T I G A T E  T H E  REFLEC- 
T I O N  AND T R A N S M I S S I O N  OF GAMMA RAYS AND NEUTRONS I N  HOMO- 
GENEOUS AND HETEROGENEOUS SLABS, VOLUME I Z I o  RESULTS 
8Y D O M I N I C  Jo RASO 
TO-B 64-1 2 FEBRUARY I964  O I P S E A  
MONTE CARLO PROGRAM FOR C A L C U L A T I N G  DOSES R E S U L T I N G  FROM 
AN I S O T R O P I C  P O I N T  SOURCE I N  A N  EXPONENTIAL ATMOSPHERE 
FORTRAN 
BY D O M I N I C  J o  RASO AND STANLEY WOOLF 
TRG - UK-AEA, THE REACTOR GROUP 
R I SL E Y , WARR I NG TON L A  NC ASH I RE 
TRG REPORT 2 2 9 ( R )  MARCH I 9 6 2  MOE-2D 
A COMPUTER PROGRAM TO SOLVE THE MULTIGROUP C I F F U S I O N  
EQUATIONS 
BV A o  H A S S I T T  
TRG-REPORT-894 (MF) JANUARY 1 9 6 5  DISCOUNT 0 
AN IMPROVED VERSION OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR ECONOMIC 
ASSESSMENT OF NUCLEAR POWER SYSTEMS 
FORTRAN I 1  FOR IBM-7090 
BY G o  B L A C K  
TRG-REPOR T-902  (MF 1 DECEMBER I 9 6 4  REVIEW 
A R E V I E H  OF COMPUTER PROGRAMMES FOR SOLVENT EXTRACTION 
CALC ULA T I  ONS 
BY A o  Lo M I L L S  
TRG-REPOR T-976(  W )  JUNE 1 9 6 5  ODY ss €US 
A TWO-GROUP TWO-DIMENSIONAL FUEL CYCLE COMPUTER PROGRAMME 
S U I T A B L E  FOR ADVANCED GAS-COOLED REACTORS 
BY A o  No BUCKLER 
FORTRAN 11. I B M  7090 
45 
UCC - UNION C A R B I D E  CORPORATION (NUCLEAR D I V I S I O N  - K - 2 5 )  
OAK RIDGE TENNESSEE 
K-1520 SEPTEMBER 1962 M O D R I C  
MOORIC, A ONE D I M E N S I O N A L  NEUTRON D I F F U S I O N  CODE FOR THE IBM 
7c 90 
BY JAMES REPLOGLE 
KDP- I68 OCTOBER 1963 G AM-MO D- 2 
GAM-MOD-2, AN I B M  7090 NEUTRON CROSS S E C T I C N  PROGRAM 
BY Jo Lo L U C I l l S  
KOA- I O 1  5 JUNE 1962 GAM-MOO 
GAM-MOD AN I B M  7090 NEUTRON CROSS S E C T I O N  PROGRAM 
BY J o  Lo L U C I b S  AND G o  Eo WHITESIDES 
UCRL - LAWRENCE R A O I A T I  ON LABORATORY 
LI VERMORE t C A L I F O R N I  A 
(OPERATED FOR THE USAEC BY THE U N I V E R S I T Y  OF C A L I F O R N I A )  
UCR L- 56 82 AUGUST 1959 Z OOM 
9-ZOOM - A ONE-DIMENSIONAL, MULTIGROUP, NEUTRON C I F F U S I O N  
THEORY REACTOR CODE FOR THE I B M  709, PARTS I t  11, AN0 111 
BY S o  Po STONE, Eo To C O L L I N S t  AND S. R o  L E N I H A N  
UCR L- 6C 76 OCTOBER 1960 ANG I E 
e A N G I E  - A Tho-DIMENSIONAL,  MULTIGROUP, NEUTRON-GIFFUSION- 
THEORY R E A C T O R  CODE FOR THE I B M  709 OR 7090 
BY S o  Po STONE 
UCR L- 66 04 OCTOBER 1961 B A N Z A I  
B A N Z A I  9 A ONE-DI MENSIONAL MULTIENERGY GROUP NEUTRON 
TRANSPORT CODE FOR THE I B P  709 AND 7090 SYSTEMS 
BY T o  F o  WALES AND R e  No STUART 
UCR L- 67 95- T FEBRUARY I962 GH IS 
A CALCULATIONAL METHOD T O  DETERMINE GAMMA H E A T I N G  I N  
I N F I  N I  TE SOURCE MEDI A 
BY ALEX LORENZ 
U C R L - 6 7 9 8  NOVEMBER I962 CONEC 
CONEC - A COUPLED N E U T R O N I C - E L A S T I C I T Y  THEORY CODE AND 
I T S  A P P L I C A T I O N  T O  PULSED, FAST REACTORS 
BY 00 C o  KOLAR AND NORMAN PRUVOST 
46 
UCR L- 68 91 MAY 1962 T R I K L - S  
GAMMA ENERGY D E P O S I T I O N  I N  I N F I N I T E  SOURCE MEDIA  
BY ALEX LOREN2 
FORTRAN FOR I B M - 7 0 9 0  
UCRL-60 I2 MAY 1962 S O P H I S T  I 1  
SOPHIST 1 1 9  A GROUP CROSS S E C T I O N  IBM 7090 COOE 
BY EUGENE Ho C A N F I E L D  AND JOSEPH P E T T I B O N E  
UCR L- 71323 JUNE I 9 6 2  ABYSS 
P R O B A B I L I T Y  CODE F O R  I N F I N I T E  PLANE L A T T I C E S  
ABYSS A NARROW RESCNANCEV EPITHERMAL NEUTRON CAPTURE 
BY G o  M o  BENSON AND Bo Ko CROWLEY 
L'cP,:- 74 77 AUGUST 1 9 6 3  RHOBURN 
RHOBURN, A NUCLEAR REACTOR CODE F O R  CALCULATING BURNUP AND 
OPERATIONAL PARAMETERS FOR THE LPTR 
BY G o  V o  PEFLEY. JR. 
UCR L- 7624 DECEMBER I 9 6 3  S O P H I S T - 5  
SOPHIST-5, AN I B M  7 0 9 0 / 7 0 9 4  FORTRAN 11 CODE WHICH CALCULATES 
MULTIGROUP ENERGY TRANSFER MATRICES FOR ANISOTROPIC E L A S T I C  
SCATTERING OF NEUTRONS 
BY EUGENE C A N F I E L D  
UCR L- 7 6  30 DECEMBER I 9 6 3  YOGI-N 
YOGI-N - A NEUTRON MCNTE C A R L O  PROGRAM 
BY SXMON KELLMAN AND JOSEPH P E T T I B O N E  
I B M  7C90 
UCRL- I I647 SEPTEMBER I964 RANGE 
FORTRAN-SUBROUTI NE RANGE- CALCULATING THE RANGE-ENERGY 
R E L A T I O N  FOR CHARGED PARTICLES I N  CHEMICAL ELEMENTS 
BY W 0  PETER TROWER 
U C R L - 1 1 6 5 0  (MF) SEPTEMBER 1964 K I N E  
FORTRAN PROGRAP K I N E  -- C A L C U L A T I N G  K I N E M A T I C A L  AN0 OYNAM- 
I C A L  Q U A N T I T I E S  FOR P A R T I C L E  I N T E R A C T I O N S  AN0 OECAYS 
BY W o  PETER TROWER 
UCRL-12COS AUGUST 1 9 6 4  Y O G I - G  
YOGI-G- A GAMPA-RAY MONTE CARLO PROGRAM 
BY SIMON KELLMAN 
FORTRAN If FOR I B C  7090 AND 7094 
UCRL-14165  M A Y  1 9 6 5  FOTRAC 
A MONTE C A R L O  PHOTON TRACING COMPUTER PROGRBM 
BY NAN D A V I E S  AND JOHN TERRALL  
FORTRAN FOR I B P  7090 
47 
UCRL CROSS SECTIONS SEPTEMBER 1963 MESNE 
MESNE, A CROSS SECTION AVERAGING CODE 
BY WALTER ARON 
WINE - DEPARTMENT OF C H E P I C A L  ENGINEERING 
U N I V E R S I T Y  OF MARYLAND 
COLLEGE PARK9 PARYLAND 
UMNE-2 JUNE 1 9 6 2  ODA 
( T I D - 1 7 0 1 4 )  
I N T E R I M  REPORT ON SCATTERING OF GAMMAS THROUGH DUCTS 
FORTRAN FOR I B V - 1 6 2 0  
UNC - U N I T E D  NUCLEAR CORPORATICN 
H H I T E  P L A I N S 9  NEW YORK 
ARL TECHo RPTo 60-314 DECEMBER I 9 6 0  N I O B E  
A PROGRAM FOR THE NUMERICAL I N T E G R A T I O N  OF THE BOLTZMANN 
TRANSPORT EQUATION 
BY S o  PREISER.  G o  R A B I N O W I T Z t  AND Eo DEDUFOUR 
NDA-212Q-3 DECEMBER I 9 5 9  RENUPAK 
RENUPAK - AN I B M - 7 0 4  PROGRAM FOR NEUTRON MOMENT CALCULATIONS 
BY J. C E R T A I N € .  Eo DEDUFOUR. AND G o  RABINOWITZ 
NDA 2143-18 AUGUST 1961 N I O B E  
M I L I T A R Y  COMPACT REACTOR PROGRAM - D E S C R I P T I O N  OF I N P U T  
PREPARATION AND OPERATING PROCEDURES FOR 9 - N I O B E t  AN IBM- 
7 f 9 0  CODE 
BY D o  YETMAN, Bo EISENMAN, AND GO RABINOWITZ 
UNC-503 I AUGUST 1962 NAGTRAN 
A D E S C R I P T I O N  OF AN I B M - 7 0 9 0  MONTE CARLO PROGRAM FOR THE 
SOLUTION OF THE T IME DEPEhDENT NEUTRON AND GAMMA TRANSPORT 
PROBLEMS I N  AN ATMOSPHERE WITH D E N S I T Y  DEPENDENT ON H E I G H T  
BY Co  MAROTTA AND Wo GUBER 
UNC-5043  NCVEMBER I 9 6 2  HANGER 
AN I B M - 7 0 9 0  VONTE CARLO PROGRAM TO CALCULATE NEUTRON TRANS- 
PORT I N  C Y L I N D R I C A L L Y  SYMMETRIC S H I E L G S  W I T P  PARTICULAR 
EMPHASIS ON NEUTRON HEATING I N  L I Q U I D  HYDROGEN 
BY G o  RABINOWITZI  Fo MALMBORG. AND M o  SHAPIRO 
48 
UNC - 5C F 3 AUGUST 1 9 6 4  UNC-SAM 
UNC-SAM A FORTRAN MONTE CARLO SYSTEM FOR THE EVALUATION 
OF NEUTRON OR GAMMA-RAY TRANSPORT I N  THREE-C IMENS IONAL 
GEOMETRY 
BY B o  EISENMANN AND Fo R e  NAKACHE 
UNC PHY S/MATH-332 I NCVEMBER I 9 6 3  0 1  F 
DTF USERS MANUAL - VOLUME I 
BY WALTER GUBER, M A R T I N  SHAPIRO ( U N C I ,  AND 
BENGT G o  CARLSON, U I L L I A H  J o  WORLTON (LASL) 
UNUCOR-63 I MARCH I963 N I O B E  
ADVANCED S H I E L D  CALCULATIONAL TECHNIQUES, VOLUME I 
BY Do YETMAN, Bo EISENMAN, AND G o  RABINOWITZ 
N I O B E  UNUCOR- 6 3  2 MARCH 1 9 6 3  
ADVANCED S H I E L D  CALCULATIONAL TECHNIQUES, VOLUME I I  
BY S. P R E I S E R ,  G o  RABINOWITZ,  AND Eo OEDUFOUR 
UNUCOR-633 MARCH 1 9 6 3  SANE, SAGE 
ADVANCED S H I E L D  CALCULATIONAL TECHNIQUES, VOLUME 11 I 
BY HALTER GUBER AND MARTIIV SHAPIRO 
FORTRAN /FAP 
UNUCOR-634 MARCH 1 9 6 3  SANE, SAGE 
ADVANCED S H I E L D  C A L C U L A T I O N A L  TECHNIQUES, VOLUME I V  
BY MORTON R o  FLEISHMAN 
UNUCOR-635 MARCH I 9 6 3  ADON IS 
ADVANCED S H I E L D  CALCULATIONAL TECHNIQUES, VOLUME V 
BY BURTON EISENMAN AND E L I N O R  HENNESSY 
IBM 7c9e AND CDC 1 6 0 4  
UNUCOR- SEE UNC 
USNCEL- UNITED STATES NAVAL C I V I L  E N G I N E E R I N G  LABORATORY 
PORT HUENEME 9 C A L I F O R N I A  
USNCEL- TR-379 JUNE 1965 UNIGEOM 
FOR AOONIS 
A MONTE C A R L O  C A L C U L A T I O N  OF NEUTRON STREAMING THROUGH 
Tho-LEGGED-DUC T E NTRANCEWAY S 
FORTRAN FOR I B N - 7 0 9 0  
BY LEONARD Bo GARDNER AND ALAN J. METTLER 
49 
USNRDL- U o  S o  NAVAL RADIOLOGICAL DEFENSE L A 8 0  
SAN FRANC1 SCO, C A L I F O R N I A  
USNRDL- TR-829 MARCH 1965  PULS-HT 
A COMPUTER PROGRAM F O R  UNFOLDING PULSE-HEIGkT  D I S T R  I B U T I O N S  
FORTRAN FOR I B P - 7 0 4  
BY C o  V o  S M I T H  AND No E m  S C O F I E L D  
WADC - WRIGHT A I R  DEVELOPMENT CENTER, USAF, 
WR IGHT-PA TTERSON A I  R FORCE BASE 9 OH1 0 
WAD C- TR-5 8- 8 C A P R I L  1958 T R I G - I  
A MONTE CARLO CODE F O R  G A C M A  RAY TRANSMISSION THROUGH 
LAMINATED SLAB SHIELDS 
I B M  7234 
BY R o  A o  L I E D T K E  AND H o  A o  STEINBERG 
WAD C- TR-5 8- 3 83 A P R I L  1958 T R I G - I  
TRANSMISSION MATRIX  AND MCNTE CARLO GAMMA RAY PENETRAT ION 
BY RAPHAEL ARONSON 
I B M  704 
WADC-TR-59-443 SEPTEMBER I960 F A N 1  AS I A ,  
T R I P O D  
F A N T A S I A  AND TRIPOD - S H I E L D I N G  CODES FOR TI+€ 1103A 
1;N I VAC 
BY Ho STEINBERG, Jo HEITNER, AND R o  ARONSON 
WAD C- TR - 5 9- 7 7 I AUGUST I960 T R I G R  
MONTE C A R L O  CALCULATIONS CF GAMMA RAY PENETRATION 
BY RAPHAEL ARONSON 
I B M  I C 4  
AUGUST 1960 T RAMM-P WADC-TR-59-772 
t n a  a C N C T R A 1  !ON PROBLEMS THE TRANSMI SSION M A T W I  A mt inuu run r L - - ~ -  ..-. 
BY D A V I D  YARMUSH J U L I U S  ZELL, AND RAPHAEL bRONSON 
FORTRAN I 1  FOR I B M  704 
50  
WANL - WESTINGHOUSE E L E C T R I C  CORPORATION 
A S TR ON UC L E  A R LAB OR A T  OR Y 
P I  TTSBURSH 3 6 ,  PENNSYLVANIA 
WANL-TNR-063 SEPTEMBER 1 9 6 2  ACT I 
A C T I V A T I O N  SOURCE STRENGTH PROGRAM 
FORTRAN I 1  FOR IBW-7090 
BY Po  C o  H E I S E R  AND Lo 00 R I C K S  
WAN L-TNR- 063-AOOE NDUM - ACT I 1  
AN ADDENDUM TO A C T I V A T I O N  SOURCE STRENGTH PROGRAM 
FORTRAN 
BY P o  Co  H E I S E R  AND Lo 00 R I C K S  
WAN L- TNR- I 33  ( MF 1 SEPTEMBER 1 9 6 3  V AR I-QU I R 
A TWO-DIMENSIONAL T I  ME-DEPENDENT MULTI-GROUP D I F F U S I O N  CODE 
FORTRAN 
BY J o  W o  R I E S E  AND G o  C O L L I E R  
WAPO - B E T T I S  ATOMIC POWER LABORATORY 
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA 
(OPERATED FOR THE USAEC BY WESTINGHOUSE E L E C T R I C  CORP, I 
HAP 0 - 2 3 2  MAY I 9 6 0  ROR-5, PREP 
A P - 9  MULTIGROLP METHOD FOR S O L U T I O N  O F  T H E  TRANSPORT 
EQUATION I N  SLAB GEOMETRY 
NOKC COMPUTER 
BV R o  Co  G A S T  
WAPD-87-31 (PAGE 43-49) I 9 6 4  GR- I 
PENETRATION OF P O I N T  MONODIRECTIONAL GAMMA RAYS THROUGH 
SLAB S H I E L D S  
BY K o  SHURE 
PH I L  c 0- 2 00 a 
HAP 0-CO NF - 3 9- 6 I MAY I 9 6 3  STATURE 
COMPUTER A N A L Y S I S  OF THERMAL STRESSES I N  ANNULAR CONCRETE 
SH I E L D  
FORTRAN FOR I B V  7094 
B Y  D A V I D  Ro THOMAS 
WAPD-T- I734 (MF 1 J U L Y  I 9 6 4  CORSAMP 
THE USE OF CORRELATED S A M P L I N G  I N  MONTE CARLO C A L C U L A T I O N  
OF CHANGES I N  THERMAL ABSORPTION 
B Y  No J o  CURLES, JRo AND LO A. O N D I S  
51 
WAPD-TM-28-ADDo 2 JULY 1959 WANDA 
ADDENDUM 2 -- hANDA - A Oh€-DIMENSIONAL FEW-GROUP D I F -  
F L S I O N  EQUATION CODE FOR THE I B M - 7 0 4  
BY 00 J o  MARLOlJE 
MAP D- TM-7 0 AUGUST 1 9 5 7  PDQ 
PDQ--AN I B N - ~ ~  CODE T O  SOLVE THE TWO-OIHENS IONAL 
FEWGROUP NEUTRON-DIFFUSION EQUATIONS 
BY Go G o  BILODEAU,  W o  Ro CADWELL, J o  Po DORSEY, 
J o  G o  F A I R E Y ,  AN0 Ro S a  VARGA 
WAP D- TM- I 25 NOVEMBER I959  TUT-TS 
TUT-TS - A TWO DIMENSIONAL MONTE CARLO CALCULATION OF 
CAPTURE PROBABI  L I  T I E S  FOR THE I BM-704 
BY J o  S P A N I E R t  H o  KUEHN, AND W m  G U I L I N G E R  
WAP D- TM- I 34 MARCH 1 9 5 9  F L  I P  
F L I P  - AN IBM-’TO4 CODE TO SOLVE T H E  P L  AN0 COUBLE-PL 
EQUATIONS I N  SLAB GEOMETRY 
BY B o  Lo ANDERSON, J o  Ao OAVIS,  Eo M o  GELeARO, 
AND P o  Ho J A R V I S  
WAP D- TM- I 35 JULY I 9 5 9  P l M G  
P l M G  - A ONE-DIMENSIONAL PULTIGROUP P I  CODE FOR THE 
IBM-9C4 
BY H o  BOHL, JRo, Eo Mo GELBARO, G o  R o  CULPEPPERt AND 
P. Fo BUERGER 
WAP D- TM- 1 43 OCTOBER 1 9 5 9  TKO 
TKO - A THREE-DIMENSIONAL NEUTRON-OIFFUS I O N  CODE FOR THE 
IBM-7C4 
BY W o  Ro C A D h E L L  
WAP D- TM- I 56 NGVEMBER I 9 5 9  ART 
A R T  - A PROGRAM F C R  THE TREATMENT OF REACTOR THERMAL 
TRANSIENTS ON THE I B M - 7 0 4  
BY J o  E o  MEYER, Ro B. SMITH9 Ho Go GELBARO, 00 Eo GEORGE, 
AND Wo Do PETERSON 
HAP D- in- i 62 JANUARY 1 9 5 9  HERO 
HERD I ,  2, AND 3 - I B M - 7 0 4  CODES USED TO SOLVE TEE %E- 
TROP I C  SCA T T E R I  NG 
DIMENSIONAL,  ONE-VELOCITY TRANSPORT EQUAT I G N  W I T H  I S O -  
BY Lo A o  HAGEMAN 
WAPD-TM-I 76 AUGUST 1 9 5 9  S PAN-2 
SPAN-2 - AN I B F - 7 0 4  CODE TO CALCULATE UNCOLLIOEO FLUX 
OCTSIDE A C IRCULAR CYLINDER 
BY P o  A o  G I L L I S ,  To J o  LAWTON, AND Ko W o  BRAND 
52 
WAPD-TM-I 7 9  MARCH 1960 POQ-3 
PDQ-3 - A PROGRAM FOR THE SOLUTION OF THE NEUTRON-DIF- 
FUSION EQUATIONS I N  TWO DIMENSIONS ON THE IBM-704 
BY Wo R o  CADWELL9 J o  Po DORSEY, Ho Po HENDERSONT 
J O  M o  L I S K A I  Jo To MANDEC, AND Mo C o  SUGGS 
MAP D- TM- I 86 JANUARY 1960 TUT-15  
THE P H Y S I C S  AND MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS  FOR THE TUT-TS 
MONTE C A R L O  CODE 
BY J o  SPANIER 
MAP 0- TM- I 96 NOVEMBER I959 S P I C - I  
S P I C - I  - AN I B M - 7 0 4  CODE T O  CALCULATE THE NEUTRON 
D I S T R I B U T I O N  OUTSIDE A RIGHT-C!RCULAR C Y i i N C R i C A i  SOURCE 
BY P o  G I L C I S  
WAP 0- TM-205 FEBRUARY I960 E U R I P U S - 3 r  
OAEOALUS 
ECRIPUS-3 AND DAEDALUS--MONTE CARLO D E N S I T Y  CODES FOR THE 
I B M -  704 
BY H o  J. AMSTERt Hm G o  KUEHN, AND J o  SPANIER 
MAP D- TH-2 I 7 JULY I960 T R I P - I  
A TWO-DIMENSIONAL P-3 PROGRAM I N  X-Y GEOMETRY FOR THE 
IBM-7C4 
BY E o  GELBARD, Jo D A V I S 9  J o  DORSEY9 HI M I T C ~ E L L T  AN0 
J o  MANDEL 
I B M  7C4 
HAP D- TM-2 30 JUNE 1961 POQ-4 
PDQ-4 - A PROGRAM FOR T H E  S O L U T I O N  OF THE NEUTRON- 
D I F F U S I O N  EQUATIONS I N  TWC DIMENSIONS ON THE P H I L C O - 2 0 0 0  
8Y Wo R o  CADWELL9 J o  Po OCRSEYT Jo T o  MANOEL9 S o  Ho MEANOR9 
AND H o  Ho M I T C H E L L  
MAP 0- TM-2 3 5  FEBRUARY I962 S PAN-3 
SPAN-3 A S H I E L D  D E S I G N  PROGRAM FOR THE P H I L C O - 2 0 0 0  
BY W o  H o  G U I L I N G E R ,  No D o  COOKT AN0 P O  A, G I L L I S  
WAP 0- TM-2 4 I NOVEMBER I960 WANOA-5 
WANDA-5 A ONE-DI MENSIONAL NEUTRON OIFFUS I O N  EQUAT I O N  
PROGRAM FOR THE P H I L C O  2000 
BY 00 Jo MARLOkE AND Mo Co SUGGS 
WAP 0- TM-2 72 SEPTEMBER 1963 P3MG I 
P3MGI - A ONE-DIMENSIONAL MULTIGROUP P-3 PROGRAM FOR 
THE P H I  LC 0-2 000 
BY H o  BOHL, J R O T  E o  GELBARD, Bo Lo ANOERSCN, A. Po  HEMP- 
H I L L 9  AND Be Po PETERSON 
5 3  
MAP D-TM-2 73 MAY I 9 6 2  MARC 
MARC - A MLLTIGROUP MONTE CARLO PROGRAM FOR THE 
CALCULATION OF CAPTURE P R O B A B I L I T I E S  
BY E o  M o  GELBARD, H o  Bo ONDIS. AND J o  S P A N I E R  
WAP D- TM-2 92 NOVEMBER I 9 6  I MOO86 
A FORTRAN CODE FOR GAMMA PENETRATION I N  A F I N I T E  S L A B  
BY B o  Do O R E I L L Y  
WAP 0- TM-3 I 5 A P R I L  1962 MO I50 
M0150 - A FORTRAN PROGRAM TO SOLVE THE DOUBLE P-3 
EQUATIONS I N  SLAB GEOMETRY 
BY Ro  H o  CANTWELL 
WAP 0-TM-32C A P R I L  1 9 6 2  MO I76 
M C 1 7 6  - A FORTRAN PROGRAM TO SOLVE SEVERAL P-APPROXI- 
MATIONS TO THE FEW GROUP NEUTRON TRANSPORT EQUATION 
I N  SLAB GEOMETRY 
BY Ro M o  CANTWELL 
MAP D-TM-334 (REC 1 ( MF 1 JUNE 1 9 6 4  CINDER 
A ONE P O I N T  D E P L E T I O N  AND F I S S I O N  PRODUCT PROGRAM 
BY T o  Ro ENGLAND 
MAP D- TM- 3 52 OCTOBER 1 9 6 2  M0322, MU332  
FORTRAN PROGRAMS FOR CALCULATING NEUTRON AESORPTION I N  
SPHERES DI STRIBUTED RANDOMLY 
I B M - 7 C 9 0  
BY Ro  Mo CANTWELL 
MAP 0- TM-3 56 A P R I L  I 9 6 3  GRESG 
A FORTRAN PROGRAM TO SOLVE THE P-3 GAMMA R A Y  EQUATIONS 
I N  SLAB GEOMETRY 
BY Wo Do LANNING 
WAP 0-TM-363 FEBRUARY I 9 6 3  POQ-5 
PDQ-5 -- A FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR THE S O L U T I O N  OF THE 
TkO-D I MENS1 ONAL NEUTRON-DI FFUS I ON PROBLEM 
PART I - STEADY-STATE VERSION 
BY W. Ro CADWELL, J o  Po DORSEY, G o  M o  MORRIS, C o  Jo P F E I F E R ,  
AND A o  J. V I G I L O T T I  
MAP D- TM- 3 65 FEBRUARY I963  - 
B E T T I S  FORTRAN PROGRAHMI NG, A U X I L I A R Y  SUBROUTINES 
WAPD- TM-369 OCTOBER 1963 MULE 
MLLE - A FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR THE C A L C U L A T I C N  OF THREE 
TYPES OF OVERTONE MODES 
BY R o  L o  E k E N  
54 
MAP D- TM-3 77 DECEMBER I963  - 
EQUATIONS AND PROGRAMS FOR SOLUTIONS OF THE NEUTRON 
GROUP D I F F U S I O N  EQUATIONS BY SYNTHESIS  APPROXIMATIONS 
BY S o  KAPLAN, 00 J o  MARLOWE, AND W o  Re CADWELL 
MAP D- TM-3 96 SEPTEMBER 1963 CTS-3  
A MULTI-GROUP TRANSPORT PROGRAM FOR I N F I N I T E  CYL INDERS 
PH ICCO-20GO 
BY Jo He BENNETT 
MAP D- TM-4 07 OCTOBER 1963 RECAP- 1 
RECAP-I - A MONTE CARLO PROGRAM F O R  E S T I M A T I N G  
EPITHERMAL CAPTURE RATES I N  SLABS 
BY N o  Ro CANOELORE AND Ro C o  GAST 
PHILCO-2OGO 
WAPD-TM-427 A P R I L  1964 RECAP-2 
RECAP-2 - A MONTE CARLO PROGRAM F O R  E S T I M A T I N G  EPITHERMAL 
CAPTURE RATES I N  ROD ARRAYS 
FORTRAN FOR P H I L C O  2000 
BY N o  Ro CANOELORE AND Ro Co G A S 1  
WAP D- TM-436 A P R I L  1964 EMPIRE- I ,  - 2  
EMPIRE- I  AND EMPIRE-2  FORTRAN MULTIGROUP DISCRETE ORDINATE 
TRANSPORT CODES TO SOLVE S L A B  GEOMETRIES 
BY J o  Do BUTLER 
WAPD-TM-437 MARCH 1964 RECAP-3 
RECAP-3 - A MONTE CARLO PROGRAM F O R  E S T I M A T I N G  EIPTHERMAL 
CAPTURE RATES I N  RECTANGULAR OR 60  DEGREE PARALLELOGRAM 
GEOMETRY 
FORTRAN 
BY No R o  CANOELORE AND Ro C o  GAST 
WAP D- TM-4 77 ( MF 1 JANUARY 1965 POQ-5 
PDQ-6 
THE PDQ-5 AND PDQ-6 PROGRAMS FOR THE S O L U T I O N  OF THE 
Tk0-D IMENSIONAL NEUTRON D I F F U S I  ON-DEPLETION PROBLEM 
FORTRAN 11 FOR P H I L C O  212 
BY Wo Ro CADkELL ,  Po F O  BUERGER, AND C o  J o  P F E I F E R  
WAPD-TM-478 (MF)  JANUARY 1 9 6 5  HARMONY 
SYSTEM FOR NUCLEAR REACTOR D E P L E T I O N  COMPUTATION 
BY R o  J o  BREEN, 00 Jo MARLOWE, AND Co Jo P F E I F E R  
WAP D- TM-4 8 I OCTOBER 1964 SNUG 
A MONTE CARLO S H I E L D  D E S I G N  PROGRAM FOR T H E  P H I L C O - 2 0 0 0  
COMPUTER 
6Y N o  Do COOK 
55 
WAP D- TM-4 82 OCTOBER 1 9 6 4  TXYO I 
A ONE-GROUP TRANSPORT PROGRAM FOR X-Y GEOMETRY 
ALTAC AND T A C  FOR P H I L C O  2000 
BY 30 Ho BENNETT 
WAPD-TM-493 - ROC- I 
ROC-I A FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR STORAGE OF EVALUATED NUCLEAR 
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